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COLONEL ROOSEVELT IS

Milwaukee,

IX
X
X
X
X

MAKING THE BEST OF

X
X

IT WITH HIS DOCTORS

Wis.,

Oct.

16.

DIAZ TO
TURKEY TURNS
LEAD REBELS
LOOSE DOGS OF
IN MEXICO NOW
WAR ON BALKANS

X
X
X

There was no poison in the bul- let fired at Colonel Rooseevlt
J
1.
1.
1.
tnuui iuu
Tl.
cvuivcr ueiu uy juuu
Schrank.
This was announced today by
Prof. R. E.W. Sommer, analyti- cal chemist, who made a test of
bullets still remaining in the
chamber of the revolver.

X
El Paso, Texas, Oct. It Communi
X
X Cation on the- Mexican Northwestern
X railroad south of Juarez is again inter
X rated, the rebels having cut the teleX graph wires and burned the bridges.

London,

Oct.

16.

Turkey's J full

strength has been loosed against her
ancient enemies. Peace in the war
with Italy has freed . the sultan's

NO. 211

OLD PECOS MISSION

AND CONVENT WILL BE
USED AT SAN DIEGO

Before the railway was cut today, fleet and united in action with the
that more than 1500 Ottoman
army, it. will be rushed into
federal troops arrived during the
mind to do when you went around in
active
campaign against Greeks and
night at Casas Grandes, coming from
these different places?
the city of Chihuahua in all haste. Slavs.
A. I have in mind to murder him,
after this was flashed over the
Made confident through the ability
HE KICKS WHEN THEY REFUSE TO LET VISITORS SEE HIM, BUT FINALLY
and he escaped me every time. He es- Shortly the telegraph line was cut and
IN GRAPHIC STORY WRITTEN FOR THE NEW MEXICAN RALPH E. TWITCHELL
wires,
to
concentrate her forces against her
me
in
Atlanta
and
Chattanooga. many railway bridges burned about
caped
DECIDES THAT SURGEONS HAVE HIM ROPED AND HOG-- 1 ED
MEMBER
OF COMMISSION,
TELLS
OF
PLANS FOR
PART IN BIG
conferred by
Q. Hd escaped what?
100 miles south of the border, where aggressive neighbors
A. He has not come the way I exLOSE MY PLACE," HE SAYS OF HIS BOOK.
of
termination
the
the Tripolitan war,
Inez Salazar, the rebel general, is opEXPOSITION
-H- ISTORIC AND UNIQUE
pected, he did not come out the way
Turkey today demanded from Athens
I expected. If he goes into a hall to- erating.
' The fate of John T. Cameron, the El
Balkan states an apology for
day and speaks in a hall and he Paso commission man held for ransom and the
"insolent"
notes. A time limit
come
or
he
their
in
this
that
way
way,
BULLET WILL REMAIN WHERE IT
by rebels, is not known. Friends here
goes out a different way and the man fear for his safety, although the ran- of 24 hours has been allowed by the WONDERFUL SCENERY AND RUINS TO
got away.,
to sultan for retraction.
som demanded was sent
IS FOR PRESENT, SAYS DR. MURPHY Q. What did he escape from? to Salazar, who allowed theyesterday
to
The conclusion of peace between
railway
BE SET IN
ON COST
A. From the places I wanted
be open only until he could arrange Turkey and Italy has caused a feel-meet him?
the transaction and receive the de- ing of general relief, as it is believed
Q. Why did you want to meet him? manded $1250.
to have removed a chance of comA. Because I wanted to put him
A Felix Diaz; rebel junta, already plications arising out of Italy's possi
of our oldest and yet our youngest
(By R. E. Twitchell.)
X
16
16
X
111.,
X
Oct.
a
The
man
Oct.
Frank
of
a
out
wants
the
111.,
that
X
Chicago,
way;
Chicago,
has been organizel here. It was gen- bility of being drawn into the Balkan (Well Knokn New Mexico Historian.) sister. Dealing with her historical
X
St
X
of
to
be
brother
'a
said
James,
third term has no right to live.
X fourth rib on Colonel Roosevelt's
erally admitted today among rebel war.
No state in the union will 'have a past and brilliant future, the elements
Q. That is, you wanted to kill him?
X right side was fractured by the X X Jesse James, offered his services X
leader
refugees here and rebel symThe great European nations under more unique or interesting building of human interest will predominate.
A. I did.
X bullet which struck him at Mil- - X X as a member of a body guard X
pathizers that the nephew of the tne leaaersnip ot l ranee are exert- - at thR Panama-CaliforniexDosition. The real stories of American civilizaQ. Have you any other reason in
X waukee Monday night. This be- - X X for Colonel Roosevelt today. In X
would be most ac- ing
former
con-ia- t
president
to
effort
localize
the
X
to
X
every
a
the
James
memcolonel,
X
San Diego, in 1915, than New Mex- - tion and progress will be heard within
message
X came known today after
wanting to kill him?
element
to
the capacious walls of the New Mexico
the
revolutionary
ceptable
X
flict.
remained
one
thus
far
have
iC0.
They
Originality is the keynote of the
A. I have.
X bers of his family had visited X X said: "Offer my services as
as a provisional president.
sal-X
not
to
firm
X of one" hundred
men
if
determination
as
a
their
and
in
San
X
the!ul"l
body
DieDgo
that
learned
exposition
is
that?
also
What
was
Q.
X him. It
Mexico; City. Mexico, Oct. 1C The low any change in the territorial sit-- recommendation of the New Mexico
ruins of the old Pecos church,
X
TV
X
of
for
the
remainder
the
X
guard
in
man
X the
A. I had a dream seevral years armv.
photograph
and the marino uation in the Balkans when the war state commissioners are carried out, the Cbnveut and the nearby Pueblo of
- X
X Milwaukee failed to reveal the ex- - X X campaign. Choose first, yourMr.
in
which
McKinley appeared corp8 stationed at Vera Cruz, enlisted
X self, ninety-ninCicuye, are to be found near the viland allow me to X ago
X act location of the bullet. A X
to me and he told me that Mr. Roose today under the rebel banner, raised is over. At the same time they call New Mexico will hold first place in the lage of Rowe, on the line of the Santa
X name myself, making one nun- - X
to
out
tho
its
of
X
of
building.
the
promiscarry
originality
Turkey
examination
jpon
X more minute
X dred. Would choose no one who X velt was practically his real murder- by General Felix Diaz, a nephew of
It is proposed to reproduce the old Fe Railway. It was by the name of
ed reforms in her European
provX plates will be made this after- - X
er and not Czolgosz, or whatever his
Diaz.
Porfirio
X
to
X
not
is
into
eternal
go
Mission and Convent at the Cicuye that the Pueblo where this
Catholic
willing
X
inces in a satisfactory manner.
X noon.
Diaz returne'Oo Vera c"rliz and
for you, if necessary." X name was; Mr. Roosevelt is practicalof
- X X darkness
Pueblo
Pecos. The idea is unique church and convent were built in 1609,
ex16.
Oct.
The
declaration
was
London,
it
fractured
rib,
X
The
ly the man that has been the real entered the City Quietly early today.
in
and the building it- - was first known to the Spanish explorits
X
conception
of
bv
war
atrainst
Bulgaria
Turkey
X plained, had caused the patient's
murderer of President McKinley in With a lieutenant, and a small followst'1
an
attraction unsurpas-accordin- ers in the sixteenth century. Eighty
Prove
X
previously
X pains in breathing
to get the presidency of the ing he arrested .'the director of the was published in Sofia this evening,
order
at
colonel.
to
Mrs. Long-the
exposition yet held in Am- - years before the Pilgrims landed on
X morning
to a news agency dispatch i8ed
noted bv the surgeons.
United States, because the way things arsenal and the commander of the
the inhospitable shores of the New
- X worth led the others of the party in.
iswas
as
was
bulletin
taKtn
X
The following
were that time, he was not sunDosed
hut released them later on irom fans, nils step
England coast. Tho Spaniard had
to
was
and
the
X
last
Colonel
Theodore,
Jr.,
v,
,
, a
X sued at 1:30 o'clock by
uic n uimiawcii ui
to be president, all the leaders did parole. He then took over the gov-no- t Liivr. i Tail iv
visited this pueblo, and found there,
'
X enter.
... .
X Roosevelt's physicians:
want him; that's the reason they ernment offices without opposition, Turkish representative from Bulgaria,
movw
houses,
Dic. living in the
Bno
by
Of the arrivals Miss Ethel display98.C; X
X
business The Servian government had ordered Ure filmS( &n o tne industries of a community estimated by the histor-it- s
Pulse, 90; temperature,
gave him the vice presidency, which All saloons, banks and
most
was
ed
concern.
face
Her
X
paler is Dolitical suicide: that's what I am! houses have been closed. Citizens of
X throughout the entire morning
minister at Constantinople, to
cattle sheen horticulture ian ot tlle Coronado expedition and
Gen- - X than is its wont, and she appeared
ac- range for his immediate departure, a
X breathing a little easier.
sore about to think. Mr. McKinley Vera Cruz are enthusiastically
her mines, cities andi,uer explorers who came later, at
all(j
agriculture
X frightened and nervous at contemX eral condition excellent.
to me in a dream and said: cepting the Diaz control.
dispatch received by the Servian le- towns, irrigation enterprises, ner lor- - from ten to twenty thousand souls.
appeared
Diaz entered Vera Cruz at the head gation here says. The Servian con- ests, lumber millB, coal and coking The pueblo could muster and mainX
Chicago, Oct. 16. Not until X plation at being in a hospital. She "This is my murderer and nobody
it be definitely X clung tightly to .Mrs. Longworth's else."
will
X Friday
of about 500 men.
suls in Turkey also have been order- plants, mountain scenery, the cliff tained a standing army at the time of
Theo- - X arm until they went into her fathColonel
X known whether
Mexico City, Oct. 1G. Gunboats ly- ed to leave.
with
Q. Did you speak
anybody
dwellings and the great communal the coming of Coronado, of five hunX dore Roosevelt is in danger X er's room.
1C.
in New York about this before you ing in the harbor of Vera Cruz have
The con- houses of the Pajarito plateau, in fact dred men.
Oct.
Constantinople,
Mrs. Longworth, who assured her- left?,
X from the wound inflicted by X
been taken by Felix Diaz. The plan clusion of peace between Italy and everything which will serve to adverLeaving Las Vegas on train No. 3
bullet at Mil- - X self last night that her father's conX John Schrank's
which has been perfecting for manj Turkey was fully anticipated by the tise the diversified resources of the in the morning, or on train No. 1 in
A. No. sir.
inX
This
X waukee Monday night.
dition was not serious, smilingly patto days has been carried out smoothly. Ottoman government,
Q. You made your mind up
although the state and the opportunities to be the afternoon, the tourist is soon fasX formation was gleaned from the X ted the hand of her sister and show- this all
until four found awaiting the investment of capi- cinated with the beauties of the landnews
reach
here
not
did
yourself?
on the X ed no
X surgeons In attendance
al- ODDIE PREPARES
She had read a copy
scape. To the right of the railway
and
am
A.
this
anxiety.
still un- tal.
because
o'clock
I
alone,
Yes,
morning,
X Colonel today. It was said that X of the
the heavy line are the high mountains of the
whicn in- though I own property in New York.
Properly installed in
to the public.
bulletin,
known
physicians'
X
to
TO STOP STRIKE In the meantime the minister of walls of the interior of the church Sierra Madre, the nearer hills and
X all Indications were favorable
dicated a more improved condition
Q. What property?
X the distinguished
patient's re- - X than even the hopeful situation yesI
493
at
East
own
A.
marine was taking active steps to pre- will be found one of the most interest- slopes clad in the green verdure of
property
X covery, so far as indications X
and the pines, cedars and pinons. Swing- t
contents
to
Miss
16.
One
told
its
hundred
and
street.
Eighty-firsOct.
pare the Turkish fleet to take part in ing archaeological, ethnological
Ely, Nevada,
X have developed thus far, but that X terday
Balkans
of?
and
Austrians from the campaign against the
Ethel while Theodore, Jr., listened
and fifty Greeks
Q. What does it consist
X It was impossible to determine X
'
and two
A. It consists of an apartment Kimberley and Veteran appeared this slates. Three battleships
X whether blood poisoning would X
words failed to re-- house with .ten tenants; it is esti- - morning to preveuUamployees of the cruisers .which had been Jiottled up
';;-X
'!X follow,
Nevada Consolidated .. Mining com- - by the Italian squadron, have now
move the look: of anxiety on the young mated to be worth f 25,000.
X X X X X X
Q. Did you attend
any political Danv. against which a strike has been stationed at the mouth of the
er girl's face but after a few words
with the colonel himself, and after metings in New York before you been declared, from going to work at Black sea in order to escort an army
Oct.
H
,i
k
Chicago, 111.,
Copper Flat.' The men were not put of invasion to the Bulgarian coast.
and invitation to left?
Theodore Roosevelt, his family ; with his cheery greeting,
are
to
and
work
the
I
sir,1
A.
foreigners
attended
several, yes,
"sit down and gossip" with him. Miss
him and satisfied as to his condition
ever since I was coming across the turning to their homes.
at
than
ease
The arrival last night of Governor BATTLE OUER
I heard political meetings in
today rests at greater
X XX X X X X X X country;
Oddie
has had a quieting effect on the
of
the
three
Ind.,
any time since the hand of John'
political
CALFPROUES
Madrid. Oct. 16. Kine Alfonso X Evansville,
After meeting with the Ely
camp.
Schrank was lifted 'against his life in X today cabled Theodore Roosevelt X Pa3"ties
A FATAL ONE
thiB
issued
he
Labor
Central
League
Q. Who furnished you with funds
Milwaukee Monday night.
X his congratulations on his hap- - X
statement: "I met Mr. Lakenan, manawound
his
to
the
around
travel
needed
that
you
examining
Physicians,
X py escape from the attempt on X
NEW PECOS CHURCH.
ger of the Nevada Consolidated, 'to16. Fred
N. M., Oct.
Deming,
today and making a complete clinical X his life, and expressed the most X country?
in
I
I
was
A.
Ferdon died yesterday afternoon as
just night, and offered .my services
beg your pardon,
examination, found his pulse, respira- X sincere wish for his rapid re- - X
about mediation and concilia- result of a wound in the stomach, reX telling you I have property there and bringing
tion and temperature nearer normal X covery.
tion in the present dispute and rewas
ceived in a duel with George Watkins historical exhibits in the world. Old ing around the curves, quite frequent
the
he
bad
SC
money.
since
3
5
time
3
shot,
St
than at any
him to have it accomplished
quested
paintings of priceless value, relics of between the City of the Meadows and
or
meet
conever
Did
the bullet passed the
Q.
Czolgosz
you
and so nearly at usual points that
with the idea of bringing about a yesterday morning,over
Conquistadores and other interest- the crossing of the Pecos river, the
the
the
stomach,
body
Roosevelt's nervousness fled and she know him in his life time?
cern over his condition vanished.
through
He answered that the
settlement.
ing exhibits taken from the great views are constantly changing. Leav32
Is
I?
A.
could
Ferdon
how
liver.
no,
the
Roosevelt
No,
sir;
Ethel
wanted
her
and
with
sir;
Mrs. Roosevelt,
father
laughed
company had met the employes and lacerating
ing the Pecos the train speeds on to
- ccmmunal houses of the Pajarito plaand Theodore, Jr., arrived early in the to have him tell her "just how it hap- I have been all that time since I have had petitions signed by committees of years of age, came here from Moor- teau, under the direction of the New the west and north. Over to the left,
and is originally from Mexico State
been here in New York.
day and went at once to his apart- pened."
employes of nearly all. the crafts and croft, Wyoming,
Museum, will appeal to tcwering high, is the Mesa de Pecos,
ImQ. Did you know John Most when
"Not now," he replied. "I want
of the operating department, Brownsville, Texas. He has no
ment, with Mrs. Alice Longworth and
the tourist, the scholar and the scien- its sides covered with dark pines;
employes
took
was
Burial
he
mediate
alive?
place tist.
family.
Dr. Alexander Lambert, the family first to hear how you folks rested last
to the right is the broad valley lying
accepting the wage Increase and that
A. No, sir.
he considered the wages fair and if here at 3 o'clock this afternoon. The
between the table land and the Teco-lot-e
night. I hope you didn't worry after
physician, in New York.
The
rooms
twenty-siof
the.
Con
held
Q. Did you ever hear him talk?
they are not fair his office is open examining trial of Watkins was
"Hello," shouted the colonel gaily, our messages to you."
ridge. Here and there, through
the
vent,
surround
adjoining
Mission,
A. No, sir.
to consideration of any further griev- before C. C. Rogers, who fixed the
In an adjoining room Dr. Lambert
When Mrs. Roosevelt appeared in his
two large patios, will be de- out its entire extent, are grouped the
ing
Goldever
Emma
hear
before
Did
bail
for
at
$2000
Q.
you
appearance
ance of employes.
That in view of
voted to exhibits from each county of green patches and clusters of cedar
doorway laughing. She had been told heard from the physicians who had man?
this he does not care to submit the the grand jury.
made most attractive by the red soil
on the way up to his floor that the attended the colonel what had been
the new state.
9
A. No, sir, I am not an anarchist matter to arbitration as requested by
In the far distance, in
underneath.
colonel's condition had been found done and was given a technical de
to
Every visitor
expositions here- solemn grandeur, rises the
WANTED.
or socialist or democrat, or republi-jmsnowclad
examination
course
of
wound
in
of
the
the
the
scription
exceptionally good
In Santa Fe, there Is a baby one tofore held hi this country knows that Truchas Peaks, silent sentinels of the
can; I Just took up the thing I thought "My duty is, and I shall propose to
the
crowds
to
be
found
in
just concluded and her apprehension by the bullet and of its present ioca.
are'
always
Pecos forest.
carry it out, to try and bring about a year old, facing the coming of winter the
had vanished.
Jti
vicinity of the 'side shows', the
Q. You are not a member of any peaceful settlement."
without sufficient clothing. The New
to
devoted
When the other members of the. Dr. Lambert, too, 'was inclined to
the main exhibits Passing the station of Rowe In a
"I propose to bring about a peace- Mexican has been appealed to, to ask buildings
party?
the
being
deserted. In re- few minutes, the ruins strike
comparatively
family appeared,, the;, same cheery doubt the necessity or wisdom of an
I
A. No, sir.
thought there should ful settlement of this difficulty, and all kind hearted persons who have producing this historic monument, the view. The old red walls, fast crumbgreeting met them at the doorway attempt at present to remove the be an example of the third term if it in any event to see that life and
baby clothing they do not need and oldest church building in the United ling, stand boldly out upon the little
and he asked them to draw up chairs missile. He agreed with the other should exist
Mr. Grant property are protected." Under the which would fit a child of one year,
any
longer.
State, New Mexico will present an tableland, and just beyond and to
him."
with
to his bedside and "gossip
physicians that the bullet appeared was refused and he was satisfied. This law, the
has the right to se-tcontribute that much towards the attraction unrivalled at any previous the north are two low brown ridges,
At the examination made while the to be causing no more trouble and man was refused and he is not satis- - lect one governor
arbitrator the companies one care of a future citizen. Kindly leave exposition. In fact, no state but New the remnants of the old communal
wound was being dressed this morn- that it was wiser to leave it there fied and I tried to satisfy him. It
men one. If the companies anything for the child at the New Mexico, can present such a building.
houses, where lived, at the time of
the
haSan(j
at
and
was
it
from
until it
adjoinsegregated
ing, he again looked down
Coronado, more people than in any
do not make a selection the governor; Mexican office or notify this office
Competent lecturers, using the mov- other
discussed its apparent good condition
single community within what
'may select a third arbitrator.
(Continued on page five).
where same can be obtained.
ing pictures, will daily tell the story are now
with Dr. Murphy. He was shown the
the boundaries of the United
and
X
16. On his
X
New York, Oct.
bulletin issued by the physicians
States.
Soon the summit of the Glorieta
merely grunted a satisfied approval. X way to the railroad station to X
Mrs. Roosevelt has been provided X take a train at Worcester, Mass., X
Pass is reached. Down the mountain
side the train goes swiftly and, through
an apartment adjoining and connect- X President Taft was closely guard- - X
the rocky sides of the Canon del
ed with the patient's room and she X ed by secret service men and a X
Apache, emerges upon the central
will remain there during her stay at X squad of motor cycle police. In X
X addition a number of detectives X
plain of northern New Mexico more
Mercy hospital.
X
than six thousand fet above
sea
The following statement was is- X followed him in an automobile.- X
X At the station, instead of enterlevel. To the southwest are the picsued by Colonel Roosevelt's physi- X
X
ing by the passenger entrance,
turesque Sandia mountains, boldly
cians at 9:04 a. m. today:
X the president
was
escorted X
rising from the plain; to the west,
"The records show that Colonel X
the baggage room and X
far off, the dark blue heights of Jemez
Roosevelt passed a very good night; X through
taken to the train floor on a X
and the Valles. The train is stopped,
that his temperature and pulse are X freight elevator.
X
and the tourist, alighting, finds him-senormal; that his highest pulse since
at the most picturesque hostelry
9 o'clock, last night was f", temperathe entire lino of the Santa Fe
along
6
at
his
that
pulse
ture 98.8 and
the El Ortiz, in architecture,
tissue
natural
when
System,
ing
by
processes,
74
and his
o'clock this morning was
and finish, an exact reif Colonel Roosevelt desired it might
furnishing
temperature 98, and respiration 20; be removed with no inconvenience to
production of the home of the native
the
of
irritation
less
that he is having
New Mexican of the better class durhim.
pleura from the injured rib than he
ing the days of the Spanish or MexSCHRANK'S
CONFESSION.
ican domination.
did yesterday; that he did not have to
is a transcript
of
Following
have an anodyne for the pain. Gen- Schrank's
The traveler who would drink in
confession as made to the
excellent.
eral condition
the beauties of the Glorieta Pass will
"
police ot Milwaukee:
stop at the Harvey Inn over night be(Signed)
Q. What object did you have in
"DR." ARTHUR DEAN BEVAN,
fore proceeding to an inspection of
following around and trying to mur-the ruins of the valley of the Pecos.
"DR. X B. MURPHY,
der
Theodore
Roosevelt?
"DR. SURRY L. TYRELL."
Bright and early in the morning,
A. Well, because I have been
astride his native broncho, he tro- Col. Roosevelt was in even better reading history and following up hisceeds over the very trail followed by
spirits today and the novelty of the tory and I have seen that this man
Hernando de Alvarado, the advance
he
worn
preparoff,
Roosevelt is trying to break one of
situation having
guard of Coronado's army, three and
e
ed for the day with the idea of get- the
established traditions of
f
centuries before. The road
way the country, calling it a third termer,
ting done all the work IS the writ-ingwinds through rocky slopes, where
s
and
which he has no right to. He can
of delayed correspondence
the tall pines grow sparsely. The
create a third party, and create all
he could.
eucina
appears in the thickets. The
After Mrs. Roosevelt had been the offices, but to nominate himself, I
h- ,
opuntia bristles dangerously on all
"",
the
'
think
is
several
that
minutes,
it absolutely unnecessary
,
,
w
with her husband
if-- "
sides, and in the sands the smaller
;,'
cactus lies hidden.
nurse appeared at the door and beck- to establish now and have a third
term tradition exist and not be vioI
Soon Canoncito Is reached, the
oned to the rest of the party.
Dr. Lambert went only far enough lated by anybody.
In
MANAGERS McGRAW AND STAHL DISCUSSING GROUND RULES WITH THE UMPIRES,'
Q. Well, what did you have
(Continued on page three).
td waive his hand and shout good
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Again Reminds You of the Superior
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STRAW VOTES
SHOW THE WAY
THE WIND BLOWS

SURELY SETTLES

UPSET STOMACHS
"Pape's Diapepsin" Ends

In-

digestion, Gas Sourness
In Five Minutes.

Quality and large Variety of the

"Really does" put bad stomachs In
order "really does" overcome indigestion, dyspepsia, gas, heartburn and
sourness in five minutes that just
makes Pape's Diapepsin the
that
largest selling stomach regulator in
the world. If what you eat ferments
into stubborn lumps, you belch gas
food
and eructate sour, undigested
and acid; head is dizzy and aches;
bieath foul; tongue coated; your
Southern Corner Plaza, 8anta Fe. Telephone No. 40.
filled with bile and indigestible
TICKETS
REGISTER
GIVE
WE
CASH
PURCHASES.
WITH
ALL
waste, remember the moment Diapepsin comes in contact with the stomach
all such distress vanishes. It's truly
astonishing almost marvelous, and
the joy is its harmlessness.
case of Pape's
A large fifty-cen- t
Diapepsin will give you a hundred
dollars' worth of satisfaction or your
druggist hands you your money back.
It's worth its weight in gold to men
and women who can't get their stomachs regulated. It belongs in your
Sote Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
home should always be kept handy
in case of a sick, sour, upset stomach
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages during the day or at night. It's the
quickest, surest and most harmless
stomach doctor in the world.
Fe
house in Santa

"Soltaire" floods.
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Always the Leader

WHOLESALE

CO.

CERY

GF!

RETAIL

AND

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
The only exclusive grain

Phone Black

45

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

Iola

Dawson Coal

PORTLAND CEMENT

El Toro

R.

45

Sawed Wood

J. CRICHTON

Lumber and Coal Yard
All Kinds of Building Materials.

Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
Yard 333 Hickox Street, Nearlnion Depot.

Phone, Red 100

Phone, Red 100

Phone, Red 100

CAPITAL COAL YARD

rat
PHONE 85 MAIN.

oal

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILL05 LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

Wood

FACTORY WOOD

SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD

ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant

WQODY'S STAGE L
From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

CHAS. GANN, Prop. ,
Telephone II.
Leaves Barranca en the arrival of
Two Doors Below P. Andrews Star
north bound train and arrive at
the
cents.
25
Heals
Regular
at 7 p. m.
Taos
Booms for Kent 25c ana 50c
Ten miles shorter than any other
Short Orders at All Hoar.
way. Good covert hacks and good
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teami
furnished commercial men to take In
franca Noodle Order 10c. a diaa.
Maw York Chop Busy Me. the surrounding tonne. Wlro Knbude

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
CD AM CANT A EE To E1 Paso' Blsbee Douglass and
rlVUIU jAll 1A TC all points in New Mexico, Ari-

I"

zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

fit

.'

The

East

Best
Route

or

' West

EUGENE FOX,

l'
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v
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ECOMONY

Save Your Orders

GROCERY

For Fruit Ladders, Step
ders, Common Ladders, Ironing Tables, Upholstering,
Furniture Repairing and all
Kinds of Repair Work. .'. .'.

"All Golds at Right Prices"

.,l

13 THE MOTTO OF

J. H.BLAIN, Jr.
SQUARE DEAL TO ALL

:j
''

j

EL PASO, TEXAS.

409 San Francisco Street
IT

FOR RHODES

at

The Novelty Shop,

Lad-

.

New York, Oct. 16. Ensign Andes
Hailey Butler, U. S. N... was drowned
in the Hudson river today while returning with three fellow officers to
his post on the battleship Rhode Island, in the line of the great Atlantic
armada at anchor here for presidential review. In another accident
on the river six sailors from the battleship Maine rescued eleven persons
from drowning.
The accident in which Ensign Butler lost his life was one which his fel
low officers found hard to explain. He
and his party had spent the night in
the city and were on the way back to
the ship in a small private launch. The
little boat was making headway with
difficulty against the strong tide and
when still fifty feet from the battleship young Butler was seen to step
out from beneath the canopy and went
into the water.
It is believed he fancied that the
launch had a sort of running board
outside the canopy, as naval launches
have, and that he intended to step on
that to make preparations for the
landing. The strong current carried
him down and. under the battleship.
One of his companions dived for him,
but was unable to reach him and was
rescued with difficulty. Butler's body
had not been recovered at a late hour
tonight.
Butler was 23 years old. He was appointed to Annapolis from Louisiana
and he was graduated last year.
He was popular on board his ship
and his loss is mourned on the Rhode
Island. Reports were current during
the afternoon that a seaman from the
Rhode Island was drowned also, but
that was declared to be erroneous.
The rescue in which the sailors
from the battleship Maine figured as
heroes occurred when a small launch
in which Bernard Bauer and his family
and friends were visiting the ship was
cut squarely in two by the sharp bow
of the yacht Vixen, and the occupants
of the small craft, including seven
men and four women, were thrown
into the river. The little launch foundered almost immediately.
The Vixen, which ran down the
launch, Is said to be the yacht owned
by John D. Archbold, president of
the Standard Oil company of New Jersey. Mr. Bauer was not sure whether
Mr. Archbold was on board the Vixen
at the time, but believes that a man
who directed the rescue of some of the
men was Mr. Archbold. After the
Vixen had taken the rescued party to
the shore it disappeared and up to a
late hour last night there had been
no communication with those on
board.
Six sailors from the Maine were on
the Vixen and they were the first to
plunge over the side to the rescue of
the women. All hands were taken
aboard safely, but not without difficulty, as the tide was running strong,
and several members of the party
nearly had succumbed before the
sailor reached them.
It is "estimated that two hundred
thousand sightseers, many attracted
from remote sections of the country,
boarded the larger ships of the fleet,
million perand that more that 1
sons viewed the fleet from shore during the day and last night, when the
ships were Illuminated again.
Aside from the excitement caused
by the day's accidents and the presence of so many thousand visitors, the
bluejackets were occupied with preparations for the official visit by the
secretary of the navy and president
and their guests. .The only event on
the day's program was the arrival of
Secretary Meyer and his aids, but as
his arrival was scheduled as "unofficial," no salutes or other demonstrations were made when the secretary
boarded the despatch boat Dolphin.
When he breaks out his flag at .9
o'clock tomorrow It will be greeted by
nineteen guns, signalizing the start of
the great review. President Taft Is
expected to make port on the Mayflower just about the time that the
secretary finishes his review, and
when the president breaks his flag
every ship with guns will boom a sa- llute. The presidential review will fol
low.
1-- 2

For Rates and Full Information Address
Q F. & P. AGENT,

(

NAVAL OFFICER
IS DROWNED

104Galisteo Street
Telephone 157 W. :: SANTA FE, N. M
All work guaranteed first class.

J.F. RHOADS

The Temperature The thermometer ranged from 34 to CI degrees with
an average relative humidity of 33
Work for the New Mexican. It Is per cent. Yesterday was.cleat.durv
.
V. r,
"j i. ,
working for you, for Santa Fe and Ins
the new state.

""

3.

m

Two
polls were recently made among the employes of
the federal government at Washington. One was in the shops at the
navy yard and the other in the bureau
of engraving. The employes in both
of these places are men in trades and
eighty per ceit of them go home to
vole. The r suits were as follows.
First poll tnkeu in machine simp,
Un'.'ed Stalf navy yard, Washins'.on
V. C; in tha fj.op at the time, 62
Uuy give the following
preferences .
5&
For Roose oU . . , .
S
For Wilson
1
For Taft

The Original and Only Absolutely

This is an unnatural con
dition a little rest each day
and Scott's Emulsion after
every meal gives nature the
material to restore strength.

Scott's Emulsion

Mjkt if our Selection
while our stock is complete in a sizes. We
will take pleasure in

It doesn't stupefy the

Demonstrating to you
the adrantagsstobehad

nerves, it feeds them.
Expectant and nursing mothers
always need Scott't Emulsion.

in Purchasing

a

Coles.

12--

BUY A COLES HEATER

votes for the progressive cause. Up
to date there are more than three
thousand women enrolled at this college at the University of Chicago and
at other
colleges.

AND YOU'LL BE GLAD

FOR HARD COAL
Mica doors

are extra large fitted

In

WOOD DAVIS
Phone

If Its Hardware We Have It.

14.

SOFT COAL

HADWARE COMPANY.

--

FA LACE.

for

Coles original down draft. This is the
stove for the home, the office and all
public places. It requires little or no
attention and is known to be the most
servicable and economical of all stoves.

re-

cessed grooves, perfect fit.
For those who enjoy the Glowing buy
the "Radiant".

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Phone

14.

bTf.

Seggerson, City.
Las Vegas.
Bird S. Coler, Brooklyn.
L. H. Hole, New York.
Charles A. Spless, Las Vegas.
Leonard Hosklns, Las Vegas.
Secundino Homero, Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Reynolds, City.
H. N. Kendrick, Kansas City.
H. Kimball, Washington.
Al G. Barnes, Circus.
A. L. Sands, Circus.
A. A. Jones, Las Vegas.
W. H. Collier, Washington, D. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Camel, Atlantic City.
Robert T. Lane, Weston, Colo.
E. Dowling,

LIGHT
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH-

IN ODS,

Electricity plays a most impor-

tant part.

grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern homeand why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be

MONTEZUMA.

J. Dugand, San Francisco.
R. Winchester, City.
J. M. Williams, Lamar, Colo.
W. J. Smiley, Lamar, Colo.
A. J. Ashby, Lamar, Colo.
Dr. Murray, City.
O. C. Watson, Pueblo.
J. A. Street, Tucumcari.
J. A. Briitain, Mcintosh.
R. E. Curry, St. Louis.
,
O. A.
Las Vegas.
E. Moson, Pueblo.
H. Graham, San Francisco.
W. C. Ficklln, Kerman, Colo.
E. Dowling, Las Vegas.

The

desired.

Lan-azolo-

O. L. Owen,

FOW

City,

Charles Kemper, City.
George W. Bridge, Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Ruggles,
cago.

Chi-

N

CORONAOO.
'

W. T. Tuttle, Espanola.
W. P. Stearne, Boulder.
A. C. Ortega, Pastura.
Miss Creaghe, Lamar, Colo.
J. L. Clark, St. Johnsville. N. Y.

IS QUITE SO CONVEN
IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your

iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day aad nght Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

After all, there's nothing
quit so acceptable as

SANTA FE W ATER & LIGHT CO.

I
THCIt

SUPtBII

Chocoutm

re the pureat, flnot, beat that ever carried
ameeeageof friendship to " bar "dainty
tokens of love and esteem that add ao much
to " her" Cbriatmaj pleaaorea.
would look Ana erao la a
paper bap but, pnt up, as they are. In exquisite holiday boxes, gayiy bedecked with
ribbons, they are the most bewitching tight
that ever met milauVi evea I
So, no matter what alee job may glTe
"her," be 8)0 BK that a box of
eoeewlthltl fat up is 1, t, I and
boxea.

f

Rooms With Bath, . . . . $1.50 and $2,00 Per Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased, New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath,

t

Tremendous Satisfaction,

WE as well SWEETS
as Sours.
HAVE

The Confectionery Line we
carry will always be selected with the one thing
in view, THE QUALITY.
You know what

D

)SEW MEXICAN PKIAITING
f
.Local Agents for
II

Foley
Kidney

THE

MODERN

GROCERY

GO.
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desk and bookcaseever made.
Roomy, convenlenL attrac- tive.
want to snow you
its advantages and possi- bilities. GO, write or phone
us about it.
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S. G. BUFF DRP1NGT0US
A Number of
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The only perfect combination

ONE

YEAR OLD
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SHsgSESSEf

Are You a Seller? An advertise-U ment in the classified columns of the
will
your real es- Suoa tte market put
effectively. It will
nut the; facta of your property oeiore
.
poRlMej3uyers,

I CliarlesA. Wheelonl

i

ETiptnESSi,.W
HfftltTM'l IMWi

$1.50 to $3,00

ROOSTERS

)

&3

Thoroughbred Cockerels
T
For sale at

.

00.

glfSr
Jgt
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"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined.
A Dak Unit with lew or
many Book Unto as desired.

M

The Store With a Conscience.;

$3.00 toss.uu

I

is a

stands for. We guarantee
them fresh.

Vuiy

andFuel Saver

Without Attention. Now
is the time to call and

contains

Scott & Bowne. Bloora6eld. N. J.

Heater on the Market.

Air-Tig-

Holds Fire for 36 Hours

food and tonic to overcome

d

t

A Money

curative

g,

weakness and fatigue
no alcohol or drug.

0

The bureau of engraving and printing poll was taken among plate printers on the night force; the poll was
taken by a young plate printer who
Is not himself for Mr. Roosevelt, but
who promised to make an absolutely
impartial canvass; at the time of the
taking of this poll 53 men were on
duty In the room; the room was not
selected, but happened to be the one
In which the taker of the poll
worked; the result follows:
33
For Roosevelt ...
10
For Wilson
5
For Taft
1
For Debs
r
'
14
Noncommittal
F. F. Blachly, secretary of the national Federation of College Progressive leagues, today reported that he
had now enrolled more than 40,000
college students among the men's
Not only
colleges and universities.
are the students themselves joining
the league but their professors are
also doing so. An ardent progressive
Uniis Prof. Seligman of Columbia
versity, the authority on public finance. Prof. Henry A. Sill, of Cornell
progressive.
University, is another
Prof. Philip Brown of Harvard UniProf.
Alfred
versity is another.
Hayes, Jr., of Cornell, is a candidate
on the progressive ticket, for the
justice of the supreme court of the
6th district of New York.
There is much progressive sentiment among the theological seminaries. This sentiment has been discovered in particular at Drew Theological Seminary and at the Union
Theological Seminary. At the latter
place Professors J. A. Brewer and
George A. Coe are warm supporters
of the progressive cause,
Word was today received from Z.
V. Walser, state chairman for the progressives of North Carolina, that a
large league had been formed at Gull-forcollege, Lexington, North Carolina. This college is the Alma Mater
of Senator Dixon, chairman of the
national committee of the progressive
party. The students of this college
are proud of Senator Dixon and promise to work tooth and nail among
their friends to get votes and money
for the progressive cause. The chairman of the newly organized league is
S. S. Nelson, while K. T. Futrell Is
Its secretary.
Philip J. Roosevelt of Harvard,
president of the federation today received a letter from Caroll A. Edison
of Dartmouth college, Hanover, New
Hampshire, who stated that a league
had just been formed among the
students at this college and that arrangements have already been made
for several big progressive rallies
and to send out parties campaigning
in the districts near Hanover. "We
shall work the college to the limit,"
says Mr. Edison, "to get a big progressive vote a. month from today. We
are almost sure to carry the town
itself by a big majority.
"Last spring the Roosevelt club
here had a membership of over 400,
and in the progressive league we hope
to get half as many again."
Such reports as the above come In
on every mall from all sections of the
United States. Prof. S. H. Durand, of
Yankton college, South Dakota, is a
declared progressive. Prof. Geo. Mac-ke- e
of the University of North Carolina is another. Prof. Walter Williams, of the University of Missouri,
Prof. M. W. Barnes of DePau University, Prof. C. H. Brough of the University of Arkansas, President R. C.
Hughes of Rippen College, Wisconsin,
Miss D. B. Safford, Iowa State college, and many others are working Individually or else with the leagues for
the progressive cause.
Mrs. Julia J. Knapp, the organizer
at national headquarters of leagues
in the women's colleges, is meeting
with a great deal of success with the
colleges. At Allegheny
college, Meadville, Pennsylvania, the
entire number of women there enrollthe progressive
ed, have joined
league and more than eighty of the
men students have joined a similar
league. There Is much rivalry between the young men and women of
this college as to which league shall
secure the most money and the most

19li.

THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.
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It may'
Colonel Slough, during the Civil war. 'corruption of
Here it was that the Confederate sup - be taken as conclusive that there is
ply train and ammunition wagons no truth whatever in the legend that
were blown up and destroyed by a when Montezuma left the pueblo and
small command led by Colonel Manuel went south, he commanded that the
Chaves, a gallant and loyal American holy fire should be kept burning till ho
soldier and Indian lighter of the old should return. That the sacred fire
days, the friend of Uridger, Carson, had originally nothing at all to do
Maxwell and Beckwitli.
with the Montezuma legend is affirmaProceeding up the line of the tively determined by the earliest reHOLD-U- P
old
Santa Fe Trail, Glorieta is ports. It is believed that the whole
soon reached and in a few mo story refers to the presence of Coro-nadments the old stage station kept
at the pueblo and his promise to
by the French
Pigeon, return.
nipper,
WAS now a crumbled ruin, is passed. With
HIS WIFE TESTIFIES THAT HE
The positive evidence as to this
in half an hour Koslowski'a old ranch
conies to us through the hispueblo
TO is in view, and then a short gallop and
CONTRIBUTE
ORDERED
TO
torian of the Coronado
expedition.
the ruins stand boldly out upon the Francisco Vasquez Coronado, after
FOR
BECKER SYSTEM OR STAND
A
wide circular depression the fall of Cibola and the assault on
mesilla.
strikes the eye; beyond, fiat mounds the pueblo of llawaikuh (Old Zuni)
RAIDS
covered with scattered and broken sent his lieutenant, Hernando de
stones; further, distinct foundation,
with twenty men to visit the
E CATER TO THE SHOE REQUIRE
New York, Oct. 1C Mrs. Herman rectangles enclosed by or originally pueblo called Cicuye.
While occupy-- !
Rosenthal took the stand for the founded upfln thick walls of stone; ing the pueblo of llawaikuh, visiting
MENTS OF EVERYBODY! We have
prosecution at the opening of today's immediately to the north, more broken Indians from the pueblo of Cicuye
Shoes for every member of
session of the trial of former Police walls of stone, and above them all, on had come to Coronado and made him
family, from
Mrs. Hosenthal a broad terrace of bright red earth,
Lieutenant Becker.
of tanned hides,
presents,
!
consisting
to
down
Grandpa
was dressed entirely in black and completely shutting off the site of the shields and helmets. These hides
Baby
wore a flowing veil of crepe. Her face old pueblo dwellings, may be seen were of the
Alvarado reachbuffalo.
was pallid as she took the oath, but what is left of the ancient Catholic ed
Cicuye, having come by way of
she Btepped to the witness chair with- mission of Pecos.
EVERY
the
valley of the Rio Grande, passing
out assistance, sat down and folde
The building was a
orig by the present city of Albuquerque
her hands in her lap. With a quick inally about one hundredrectangle,
and fifty feet and leaving the Uio Grande near the
AN
elance over the men in the jury box in length from east to west and
Indian town of Santa Doabout
she faced Assistant District Attorney sixty feet from north to south. The present
mingo.
Moss, ready for the examination.
GOOD
entrance was to the west, the eastern
Castaneda gives some details as to
"Were you the wife of Herman wall still
in part. Twenty-liv- e the mode and customs of the
standing
people
Rosenthal?" asked Mr. Moss.
It Wasn't We Woudn't Sell It To You I
s
years ago the
were cap- Inhabiting this pueblo. He says that
"I was," she replied.
lintels
of
by
hewn
ped
cedar.
heavy
at
Mrs. Rosenthal said she had seen
night they kept, watches on the
These long since have been carried
females
walls, that the unmarried
Lieutenant
Becker several times.
the
vandal
and
the
away
by
relic hunt- went naked until their marriage, which
Once at the Elks' Club last Thankser.
leads us to the opinion that possibly
giving eve; she had seen him again
As late as 1858 the roof was still the climate must have been slightly
op xew Year s eve at the same place.
or Conservative Styles, Shoes
"At the New Year's eve meeting;' upon the building. The church was less rigorous in winter than at pres-she continued, "Mr. Becker came over probably about thirty-fivfeet high. ent. When Alvarado arrived at the
Comfort and Durability!
for
Dress,
to our table and put his arm around According to tradition it had but one village, he was received in a peaceful
a
and
Herman's neck. Mr. Becker asked, belfry
single bell, but a very manner, the Indians coming out to
'Not large one. The Indians from the pu- meet him playing upon "drums and
'Well, Herman, how's things?'
very well,' Herman said. Don't wor- eblo of San Cristoval in luso carried flutes." He was given a large quanry, Mr. Becker answered, 'everything it off, so it is said, to the top of the tity of cloth and turquoise, "which
will be all right.'
mesa, where It was broken. A por- latter" Castaneda says, "are common
"Then Mr. Becker turned to me and tion of this old bell was seen by me in this province."
Shoes for
or House Wear.
said that he was ready to do anything once at Pecos town. What has beWhen Coronado left New Mexico on
for my husband at any hour of the come of it I do not know. Koslowski
Women
all
Such
Shoes
pleashis return to New Spain, two years
day or night. He said he would al- was the man who took down the roof
..
two
..
in
ure
Franciscan
remained
later,
priests
wearing
ways be at my husband's service."
of the old church. He used the timMrs. Rosenthal said that she knew bers in building outhouses for his behind, Father Juan de Padilla, who
was killed by the Indians of Quivira,
that Becker and her husband "had ranch near by. He also
to and Father Luis, who remained at the
business transactions," and that she dig out the corner stone,attempted
but failed.
of Pecos. Before
the
had learned their nature from Becker
In general the vandalism committed pueblo of the Rio Grandeleaving
for New
valley
her home. This was about the since the American
occupation of Spain, Coronado sent to Father Luis
middle of last April, she added, when New Mexico
upon this ancient relic of the remainder of the sheep which he
Good Looking, Servicable Shoes,
Becker caused a raid to be made on
antiquity defies all description, All had brought from New Spain for his
her husband's gambling place.
to fit growing feet correctly
the old beams of the church were army. This is the last that Is known
Becker was in the house at the
This fact is mention- of Father Luis. Pecos, then, was the
carved.
quaintly
time, she said.
ed by the topographical
of first "mission" in New Mexico.
" I heard a
hammering on the door the army of occupation in engineer
1S4G.
That
and went down to let them in before
In 15S2 and 1583, a Spanish explorthe old church has noi entirely disap
er, Antonio Espejo by name, visited
they broke the door in. I couldn't
find the key and went upstairs to see peared, being carried off adobe by this pueblo. Gaspar Castano de Sosa,
Mr. Becker.
captain-genera- l
'1 adobe, is a mystery.
of New Leon, also visThe walls of the structure have an ited the
"I said to Mr. Becker, 'for Heaven's
pueblo in 1590, and on the 25th
Mr. average thickness of five feet. The day of July, 159S, Juan de Onate, the
sake, what does this mean?'
Becker said, 'It's to be Herman or adobe bricks were made in the same explorer and first general colonization
me.' Then I went down stairs with manner as those of today. Wheat agent to
bring homeseekers to New
him, and said, 'Don't let them break straw is found in their composition, Mexico, visited "the great pueblo of
down the house. Don't let them de- also small pieces of obsidian and brokPecos," and two months later, at the
He said, 'Tell en pottery. The adobes undoubtedly
stroy the furniture,
of San Juan on the Rio Grande,
Herman that debt is off. I'll go down were made close to the building itself. pueblo
near the mouth of the Chama river,
and tell that man to call it off, as Her- On the right side of the arroyo, near the Indians of Pecos
pledged their
man and I are square, and he don't the ruin, there is a deposit of red clay,
to Spain.
owe me that $1,500.' I said, 'What like that of which the adobes in the
There has been some speculation as
man?' He said, 'Never mind what church are made. A very large area to the
age of the old church at Pecos.
man. Herman knows.'"
Mrs. Rosen- of this red clay appears to have been It is
that the church was not
certain
thal told of having seen her husband excavated and used for the purpose of
built at any time within the sixteenth
pass money to Jack Rose, Becker's al- making adobes. The fact that pieces
It was in all probability conleged collector, and said Rosenthal of pottery are found in the adobes century.
structed some time after 1G29. This
left scarcely enough money to bury shows that the
place where the adobes church was said to be the finest in
him.
were made was undoubtedly occupied New Mexico at that time, twenty-siMrs. Rosenthal's cross examination
by habitations before the church was different church and convents having
then began.
constructed.
been built by the Franciscans subse"Was Rose a partner with your
On
first visit to the old church quent to the report made by
husband in the gambling business?" I tookmy
occasion to note the style of
The city of Santa Fe In
asked Mr. Mclntyre.
of the ancient timbers. These 16G7 had only two hundred and fifty
carvings
(Scenic Line of
World)
"Yes, until early in March or the were all hand
squared hewn with an inhabitants, while Pecos at the time of
last of February."
axe.
The ornaments, scrolls and the Indian uprising of 1680, had more
Questioned as to Rosenthal's rela- friezes were very quaint. Today all than two thousand.
VERY LOW ONE-WA- Y
FARES FROM DENtions wlt'i Rose, Webber and others have been carried off and not a vests
In 1689 Don Domingo Gironza
&
RIO GRANDE STATIONS TO
VER
were strpped by Justice Goff.
de Crusate made a raid into New
ige of the old timbers remains.
"Were you at a meeting between
South of the church was a wall, Mexico and was assisted by the waryour husband and Harry Vallon, a made of
adobe, which, with the wall riors of the Pecos pueblo against the
month before your husband's death,
Columbia, California, Idaho,
of the church seems to have formed other Pueblo Indians. As a reward
when your husband refused to shake a covered
to
return
his
after
for
this
assistance,
passageway. Immediately
Nevada, Oregon and Washington
hands with Vallon?" asked Mr. Mc- adjoining is a terrace of red earth. El Paso, on the 25th of September,
lntyre.
Just what was located upon this ter- 1C89, Cruzate executed a grant to the
Justice Goff excluded the question. race has fortunately been preserved Indians of Pecos, which embraces all
On
10th
"Did you know of a plot to assault to us
by the drawings made under the lands one league north, south, east
your husband, planned when Rose, the direction of Colonel Emory in and west from their pueblo, about
Webber, Schepps and Sam Paul were 1846. It was a convent.
nineteen thousand acres, all of which
present?"
To the north of the church is a well became the common property of the
Mr. Whitman objected to the ques- of broken stones. The mesilla has for Indians.
tion which was sustained by the its termini
On the 17th of October, 1692, Don
rough rocky ledges, and
court, and Mr. Mclntyre excused the this wall stretches across its entire Diego de Vargas Zapata Lujan visited
the
witness.
width, about one hundred and thirty the pueblo and was received by
Call on or write your local agent or W. D. Shea, T. P. A
Otto Aversi, chauffeur for Lieut. feet. Beyond the mesilla are the Indians with demonstrations of great
Colonel Sternberger of the 22d regi- crumbled ruins of the old
joy.
Santa Fe, for information as to rates, routes, etc.
pueblo
In the beginning of the eighteenth
ment, N. G. N. Y., testified to having structure.
driven Becker in his car to Madison
There is a wall of clrcumvallat'oti century the Ute Indians introduced
Square Garden on the night of July made apparently of broken stones and Into what is now northern New Mex
15, the night
before the murder. earth. This wall was three thousand, ico, in the neighborhood of the pueblo
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
There they met Jack Sullivan .and two hundred and twenty feet in of Taos, a branch of the Shoshone Department of the Interior.
of the Interior,
Department
Indians
These
Comanches.
the
r
Becker got out.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
length. It was about six feet high and stock,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
sur- T nfriM
DnnlrAM
ma
Q Mttia Icon Irian turn fOat In t tl f
t H become a fearful scourge to the
iU
1912.
New Mexico, Sept 20,
Sept 11, 1912.
pueblos and continued to be
u
Tho-- o
...ui,
i.w.v nn thB west grounding
Notice is hereby given that Toribio
"
Willi Qm
Iliau WUU1U
omiiraii auu auuuicl
Notice 1b hereby given that Andres
of the nine
middle
to
down
the
such
the witness did not know. Thla man side, which was about twelve feet
Gonzales, of Pecos, New Mexico, who G. Gonzales of Glorieta, N. M.,
teenth century. They were in constant on
was carried to a subway station af- wide. There also was a tower on each
August 26, 1907, made Homestead on Sept 9, 1907, made homesteadwho,
of
the
apwarfare with the Indians
pueblo
No.
for Lots
ter which Becker and Sullivan were side, made of stone and mixed with of
application.
Pecos. On one occasion the Coman- 1 and 2, Section 6 and Lot 4, Section plication 04786, No. 11988, for S
earth. These towers were about .thirdriven to a newspaper office.
NE
N
SE
of the
Section 4,
in diameter. ches killed every young man
16 N., Range 12 E., N. M.
"Becker got out and went into the teen or fourteen feet
and in 5, Township
Township 15 N., Range 11 E, N. M. P.
in these tow- pueblo of Pecos ,evcept one,
filed
intenP.
mounted
has
of
notice
were
Guards
Meridian,
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
"He stayoffice," continued Aversi.
1S37 the tribe had so nearly disappeartion to make
proof, to estab- to make final five year proof, to esed 20 minutes and then Sullivan, Beck- ers night and day.
were
ed
there
eighteen
that
only
lish claim to the land above described, tablish claim to the land above deInside the wall mentioned were coner and myself went to Forty-seconadults left.
before Register and Receiver, U. S. scribed, before the Register or Restreet and Sixth avenue. That was structed the great house of the pueblo.
the
men
from
1836
In
the principal
Land
One
houses
w,as about fouri
Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, ceiver at Santa Fe, N. M, on Nov.
of
these
In16.
in
the
about 1:30
, ....
morning of July
.1
pueblo of Jemez related to the
Vt T
f fi . Intl.
full,
"
on
the
8th day of November, 1912.
16, 1912.
We dropped Sullivan there and I
by the bond o.
as witnesses:
?'ans of Pecos at least
Claimant names
Claimant names as witnesses:
drove Becker home."
laneuaee went to Pecos and had a Emilio Gonzales, Pedro
Rivera, Cres- v.
r
AinininiT mam.
Juan Gonzales y R&ybal, Andres
tmo Rivera, Enrique Rivera, all of Garcia, Albino
Gonzales, Salvador
OLD PECOS MISSION
New Mexico.
Pecos,
11
Tomov anrl in S40 tllfi HOle
Gonzales, all of Glorieta, N. M.
AND CONVENT WILL BE
-n lirtma 7of V""2t"
MANUEL
R.
rooms were
very
rooms.
OTER,
These
n
MANUEL R. OTERO,
USED AT SAN DM :go.
Register.
nearly of equal size, nine by sixteen Juan Domingo and Francisco visited
Register.
by twelve. The ruins of this house the Mexican civil
government at
(Continued on page four).
NOTICE
show that it was built of stone, a red Santa Fe. Don Manuel Armijo, and de-- !
FOR
PUBLICATION.
Let Him Know It If you are out ot
The ruins of the
of the Interior, U. S.
intention of aban-- a position, you must let the employer Department
lest but one of the old stage stations and gray sandstone.
to
him
clared
their
was
at
it
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
which they did, know it. A want advertisement in the
on the Santa Fe trail. Here, on the other building show that
doninir
old
nueblo.
the
least as large as, if not larger than
September 13. 1912.
according to tradi ness and professional man In the city
precipitous sides of (the surrounding the one mentioned..
Notice is hereby given that Raffaele
The second ruin taking with them,fire.
a
and
and
in
the
county
many
sacred
mountains, were built the Mexican dethe
great
six tion,
state. If you have any special tal- Pettine, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
fenses against the advance of Doni- contained beyond all doubt nearly
rooms. There were two other
August 22, 1905, made Homestead
ent, do not hide it under a bushel.
BOMB IN THE MAIL.
phan and his Missourlans in August, hundred
for SE 4 NW
and several smaller
Entry No.
houses
large
1S46. In the little valley, known as
in
Clerks
111., Oct. 16.
Chicago,
E
SW
Sec. 13 and NE 4
the Canon de los Tejanos, (Texas structures inside the wall.
discoverIt will not pay you to waste your NW
Section 24, Township 11 N.,
The earliest traditions as to the the Chicago postomceto today
Canon) is to be found the route of
be a dynamite time writing out your legal form
ed what is believed
Range 13 E.. N. M. P. M., has filed
the invading Texans when taken cap- pueblo of Pecos come down to us bomb addressed to a man whose iden- when you can get them already print- notice
r
of intention to make
tive and hurried on to Santa Fe to through Pedro de Castaneda, a soldier
The explosive ed at the New Mexican Printing proof, to establish claim to the land
not
disclosed.
was
Intity
The
1540.
in
in
Coronado's
army
explain to Manuel .Armijo, then
cardboard Company.
was rolled up L:?a.vy
Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa
of the province, why the presi- dians told him that a few years prior
seaied with plaster
Fe. New Mexico, on the fith dav nt
dent of the republic of Texas had to the coming of the Spaniards their with both ends
a paper ..Subscribe for the Santa Fe NewNovejnDer 1912.
sent an army of invaders into his pueblo .had been attacked, unsuccess- of paris. A fuse, to which
Claimant names as witnesses: Cruz
was
protrud- Mexican, the paper that boosts all
matches
filled
with
tied,
tribes
And
dominion.
just below the quaint fully of course, by marauding
the time and works for the upbuild- Grlego, of Leyba, N. M., Macario Ley-aboDetecroll.
of
the
center
ed
from
the
east.
little Catholic chapel is the location of from the north and
of our new State.
described, before Register or
the camp of the Confederate forces
Another tradition as to this pueblo tives were detailed to trace the send- ing
ba, of Leyba, N. M., Miguel Pettine.
under Colonel Scurry, who was defeat- Is that Montezuma was born there. er of the package.
A Want Ad. in the New Mexican of Wlllard, N. M, John Pettine, of
ed at the battle of Glorieta by the This story is the veriest rot. Not a
more people in one day than you Willard, N. M.
sees
ads.
want
menMexican
always
New
Colorado
troops and native single chronicle up to 1680 even
gallant
MANUEL R. OTERO,
can see in a month. Try one.
New Mexicans under the command of tions the story. The word itself is a bring returns.

ROSENTHAL

PT0DA1
TAILORING
IN ALL

ITS BRANCHES

Evening Suits made up of Very
FINEST QUALITY FABRICS

with Extra

Good Finishings

at Very Reasonable Prices

Business Suits and
Overcoats

orr

Made to Fit You, Made to Suit Your Taste

r

A

THIS IS

VICTIM OF

EVERYBODY'S

1

SHOE STORE!

w

the

IS

SHOE WE SELL
EXCEPTIONAL
VALUE!

I

gate-way-

SPLENDID VALUES

MEN'S SHOES

$35"to-$4- 0
IWe

Smart

Guarantee the Fit.

$3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00 & $6.00

The Capital Tailor
East
of Plaza, - Santa

Fe, New Mexico.

Side

--sHENRY

KRICKes

DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.

i WOMEN'S
SHOES
the Street
as

take

$2.50, $300, $3.50, $4.00 & $5.00

BOYS' & GIRL'S SHOES
built

j

$1.00, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50 & $3.00

PFLUEGER'S
The Family Shoe Man

PEERLESS BAR
Fine

-

Imported

and

Domestic

Wines,

Liquors

AND CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.
FRANKS PLAYERS
GAVE SIGNAL
SATISFACTION
The audience at the Elks' theatre
last night was hardly as large as the
John E. Franks company of players

deserved. Possibly one cause for this
was that assigned by Jack Dalroy in
his amusing speech before the curtain
in giving the choice of this afternoon's and tonight's plays, when he
said that they recognized the fact that
the circus was in town and this was
an attraction which it is difficult for
any dramatic company to contend
against.
The play last night was the perennial St. Elmo. The company appeared
to most excellent advantage and the
old play as given by this company certainly lost none of that attractiveness which has made it popular
through so long a series of years.
The Franks company of players
only added last night to the pleasant
impression that they left by Monday
night's performance. Their work is
all evenly balanced and they play with
a splendid spirit, showing no rough
work but each member carrying on
his own part with a very clear
and excellent method.
Mr. Franks played the part of St.
Elmo, and he showed clearly the versatility of the true actor in the change
from the part played the night before
where he displayed a rich German
brogue that was both intelligent and
amusing. He was an excellent St.
Elmo, playing the part with as much
appreciation of all its requirements as
any actor who has presented this part
before a Santa Fe audience in other
seasons. The work of Ada Hunter in
the part of Edna was both a surprise
and a pleasure to the audience who
heard her last night. She played the
part admirably and it showed in strong
contrast with the part of the night be
inter-pretatio- n

'

fore which was a light comedy role.
Jack Dalroy again made good with his
audience as his comedy is of that droll
character which always catches the
spirit of an audience. The part of
the minister was made the most of by
Harry Lee and he only showed further
that his experience as an actor has
stood him well. Nellie Watters was
again a favorite and only added further to the pleasant impression which
she made the night before. The role
she played last night was not one to
draw out all the ability of as experienced an actress as Miss Watters,
but she gave a very pleasant impersonation and those who are expecting
to attend the performance tonight are
looking forward with anticipation of
seeing her in a role in which she will
doubtless appear at her best. The
other parts in this play last night
were cleanly handled and all together
the presentation was fully acceptable.
Tonight's entertainment consists of
that well known, very popular and
very laughable comedy, "Don't Tell
My Wife." In this play without doubt
this excellent company will appear at
its best and those wishing to spend
an enjoyable eevning should take advantage of this opportunity to witness the last appearance of the John
E. Franks players
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RIO GRANDE
the

Zarate-Salmero-

Pe-tro-

British

Montana,
Points

Sale September 25th to October

LIBERAL STOPOVERS

Tl

PROGRESSIVES WIN.
Jefferson City, Mo., Oct. 16. The
supreme court today unanimously upheld the right of the progressive party to have its state and presidential
elector tickets placed upon the official ballot.

m.
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d

You cannot get up
unless you have

to Jate printing

material
and faculties. The New Mexican
Printing Company has both, and at
the same time expert mechanics. Tour
orders are always assured personal at
tentlon.

Chronic Ulcers Mean Bad Blood
If outside Influences

Colonist Kates

were responsible for chronic ulcers, then exter-

nal applications and simple cleanliness would be a curative treatment.

But the trouble is always in the blood which has become unhealthy and
diseased, and keeps the sore open by continually discharging: into it the
impurities and infectious matter with which the circulation is filled,
galves, washes, lotions, etc.,'may cause the place to scab over temporarily.
but the Dlood is not made purer by such treatment
and soon the old inflammation and discharge will
return and the sore be as bad or worse than before.
Nor will removing the place by surgical operation
a cure; the cause still remains in the blood
(insure sore is bound to return. S. S. S. heals old
by going down into the blood and removing
the impurities and germs which are responsible for
tne place. t. fc. t. tnorougnly purities tne circulation and in this way destroys the source of every
chronic ulcer. In addition to vurifyinsr the blood
S. S. S. enriches this vital fluid and in every way assists nature in overcoming the bad effects of a chronic ulcer. Book on Sores and Ulcers and
any medical advice free. JJJE SWJFj SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA. CA.
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was out stealing, Cady to Wagner.
Devore was blocked ten feet off the
base. Doyle flied out" to Hooper. It
was the most remarkable catch of the
whole world's series. Running with
the ball, he caught it just as it was
about to pass into the crowd in right
field. The catch prevented a home
run. Snodgrass singled to left. Murray fouled out to Cady. No runs, two
hits, no errors.
Second half: Wagner flied out to
Murray. Cady also flied out to MurBedient flied out to Devore.
ray.
Mathewson retired the Red Sox in
this inning on three pitched balld.
No nms, no hits, no errors.
SIXTH INNING.
First Half: Merkle sent a high fly
to Hooper. Herzog out, Wagner to
Stahl, who picked the shortstop's low
throw off the dirt. Meyers walked.

iu
OF THE

GARLAND STAHL, THt; MANAGER
WINNERS IN WORLD S CHAWPIONon.r bLKItO.

(j

l
x.

Jff

s

RED SOX ARE IT 3 TO 2
AND THEY PUT IT OUER IN THE TENTH. TOO.
H. E. Murray, If
8 4 Herzog, 3b
2 9 2 Meyers, c

THE SCORE:

5
5
3
3

R- -

3

BOSTON
NEW YORK

Fenway Park, Boston, Oct. 16. The
Boston American League won the
world's championship for 1912 today
by defeating the New York Nationals
by a score of 3 to 2 in a ten inningn
contest before 20,000 people. Mathew-sopitched a wonderful game until
the final inning, when he weakened.
The Red Sox were one run behind
when they came to the bat at the end
of the tenth inning. A glaring muff
by Snodgrass of Engle's long fly put
the batter on second. After Hooper
had filed out, Speaker came through
with a single and Engle rushed across
the plate with the tieing score. On
the throw, Speaker went to second,
Yerkes having gone to third on the
play. Lewis was purposely passed in
order that a forced play could be made
at the plate. Gardner caught an
on the end of his bat and sent
it to Oevore whose throw to the plate
catch Yerkes
was too wide to
as he went over the plate with the
winning run.
The crowd rushed on the field and
gathered around the Red Sox bench,
Some
cheering the home players.
spectator addressed an Insulting remark to McGraw and there was an
exchange of blows. McGraw was on
his way to the Red Sox bench' to congratulate Stahl on his victory. The
crowd pressed about Mathewson and
patted him on the back for his clever
box work. Bedient and Wood pitched
effectively for Boston.
THE OFFICIAL SCORE:
AB RBHPOAE
New York
Devore, rf. ... ... ...3
5 0 0 1 5 1
Doyle, 2b
4 0
Snodgrass, cf.
5 0 1 10 0 0
Merkle, lb

113 10
14 11

Fletcher, ss

2

0
0

2

O

l'O0

x
Mathewson. d.

McCormick,

.. i.Z

Sliafer, ss
Totals
X

1

j0
1

0

3
2
4
2

0
1
1

0
0
0

0

0
0

3

0

0

15

0
2

O

0

1
0

37

2

9 29

3

0

0
0

Batted for Fletcher In eighth.

Two out when winning, run scored.
AB RBHPO A E
Boston
0
5 0 0
Hooper, rf
0 3
4
Yerkes, 2b
2 O
4
Speaker, cf
1 0
...4
Lewis, If
0 4
Gardner, 3b. .. .. ..3
15 0
Stahl, lb
....4
4 4
Wagner, ss. . , .. ..3

field.

FIRST INNING.
First half: The first ball pitched
was a ball. Devore out, Wagner to
Stahl. It was a nice stop and throw.
Doyle out, Wagner to Stahl. The
crowd was on tension and cheered
every play. The Giants were awaiting
5' 1
Bedient out to the last ball and strike,
Cady, c. . .
0
1
fifteen balls being thrown to the plate
..2
Bedient, p. . .
0 o
Hendricksen, x. .. .. i
before the first two men were retired.
0 2
....o
Wood, p.
Snodgrass walked.
Snodgrass stole
0 0
Engle, xx. ..' .,
second, Wagner dropping Cady's per8 30 15
35
Totals
fect throw. Snodgrass overstepped
X Batted for Bedient in seventh.
the base but scrambled back to the
XX Batted for Wood in tenth.
base before Wagner could recover the
BY INNINGS:
ball. Murray out, Gardner to Stahl.
Xew York . ..0
No runs, no hits, one error.
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Boston
Second half: There was a perfect
SUMMARY.
Two base hits: Murray (2), Herzog, storm of applause for the Boston players as they came off the field. Hooper
Gardner, Hendricksen, Stahl.
went out to Merkle, unassisted, buntSacrifice fly: Wagner.
ing the first ball pitched, almost into
Sacrifice hit: Meyers.
Stolen bases: Snodgrass, Meyers, Merkle's hands. Yerkes struck out.
Speaker doubled to right by daring
Devore.
;
Base on balls: Off Mathewson, 5; base running. The umpire first declared him out but reversed his decisBedient, 3; Wood, 1.
Struck out: By Mathewson, 4; Be- ion, after he saw Doyle had dropped
Devore's throw. Lewis fanned. The
dient, 2; Wood, 2.
official scorer decided that Speaker's
six
hits
record:
Bedient,
Pitching
and one run in seven innings in 26 hit was a single.
No runs, one hit, one error.
times at bat; Wood, three hits and
SECOND INNING.
one run in three innings in 12 times
First half: Merkle struck out. Her
at bat.

bat for Fletcher. McCormick flied out
to Lewis. Mathewson struck out. Devore walked. Doyle out, Yerkes to
Stahl.
Second half:
Schafer was now
for New York.
playing shortstop
Gardner flied to Snodgrass. Stahl
doubled to lett. Wagner flied out to
tecre. Cady flied to Murray.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
TENTH INNING.
First half: Snodgrass out, Wood to
Stahl. Murray doubled into the left
field .crowd.
scored on
Murray
Merkle's hit. Merkle took second
when Speaker fumbled the ball. Her-zog struck ; out.' . Meyers was out,

EDWARD P. DAVIES,

City Attorney.
Capital City Bank Building,
Rooms
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
17-1- 8

G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
Practice in all the District Court
and gives special attention to case
before the State Supreme Court.
Offices Laughlin Bidg. Santa Fe, N. M.
(

HARRY D, MOULTON,

:

Attorney-at-Law-

.

Santa Fe,

New Mexico,
Formerly Special Agent, Q..U. O.

Land Claims and Contests a Specialty

. Chas.

Chas.' F. Easley,
EASLEY

R. Easley,

& EASLEY,

,
aw.
, Attorneys-at-- '
Practice in the Courts and before
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estea
cia, N. M.

HAVE YOU ANYTHING

TO ADVfcrt.

TISE?
Tell your story to

Readers 'or

2,000,000

Twelve Dollars.
We will place your
advertisement in 25 leading newspapers' Sunday issue, for $12 per insertion. Descriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
AGENCY,

Taos, New Mexico.
DR. W.

Dentist
Over Spitz Jewelry Store.
Phone Red

'

UME BROWN,

....

6.

Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment.

J.

DR.

At. DIAZ,

DON GASPAR
AVE
1 Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
RESIDENCE,

L. F. MURRAY, M. D
and

PHYSICIAN

SURGEON,

Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
"

:

k

PHONE 233.

Residence Palace Hotel.
Phone Main 68.

THANK YOU,
Editor New Mexican,
City.
Dear Sir: I saw a letter on the
His Going to Practice With
sport page of the New Mexican signed
DR. R. H. MILLER.
by a fan, telling you that he likes the
. , Obstetric.
Specialty
sport page which the New Mexican
makes a feature.. I simply desire to Office, 1 15 Grant Ave., Santa Fe.
add my word of appreciation and to
Bay that the way in which you have TIME TABLE ALL
handled the big series and the courLOCAL TRAINS'
.
tesy extended to the fans who gathered every day during the series in your
The following are the time table
office, will not be forgotten. You bet
we appreciate the sport page and a of the local .railroads:
live newspaper.
ANOTHER FAN.
"A, T. & 3. F. Ry."
... Leave
8:10 a. m., to connect With. No. 3
New Mexican want ads. Always
westbound
and No. 10 eastbound.
returns.
bring
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:10

MRS. DR. BROWN

IMPORTANT COG IN RED SOX MACHINE.

.' ;;.4
.

,...i

01000000 12
23

CHIEF SLUGGERS OF THE WORLD'S SERIES-DOY- LE
AND SPEAKER OF BOSTON.

ATTORNEysAT LAW--

First half: McCormick went in to

l&

'fl;

16, 1912.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

Doyle to Merkle. Fletcher threw Lewis out at first.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
NINTH INNING.

Left on bases: New York 11; Bos- - zog flied out to Speaker. Meyers was
safe when Gardner let the ball go beton, 9.
Base on errors: New York, 1; Bos- - tween his legs. Fletcher singled to
ton, 1.
center, Meyers taking second. On
Time: 2:27.
a throw to Cady to Wagner to catch
Umpires O'Loughlin behind the Meyers napping, the New York catchbat; Rigler on bases. Klem left field. er turned and ran to third and was
Evans right field.
safe when Gardner dropped Wagner's
J Fenway Park, Boston, Oct. 16. The throw. Fletcher took second on the
attendance and receipts- - at today's play. Mathewson flied out to Speak... ..
,.
game were announced by the national er.
commission as follows:-- '
runs, one hit, two errors.
Total- paid attendance 17,034.
Second half: Gardner talked. It
Total receipts $30,500. .
commission's
share
$3,050.
National
Each club's share $13,725.
AFTER THE GAME-THR- EE
GIANTS SWAPPING YARNS.
The climax of a season of base
in
the eighth game
ball came today
of the world's championship series between the New York Giants and the
Boston Red Sox. At stake in one
game were the title of world's chamJ&SS
"
it
pions and the big end of the player's purse, the greatest in baseball
history.
Two days ago the National leaguers
were batting in the last ditch today
with the Red Sox who have their
backs to the wall.
Hugh Bedient, the Red Sox recruit
of only a season's standing in the
major leagues, and who last Saturday bested New York with the old
master Christy Mathewson pitching,
was groomed to take up the mound
work for the Red Sox. Mathewson, it
was expected by the New York supporters would be asked by McGraw
to assume again the same position
for New York, making another pitcher's duel a prospect. After Saturday's
game Mathewson declared that he
was done for as a world's series
pitcher.
"I can never win a world's series
game again. My arm is lame and I
am tired all through. I threw the old
arm out twice today and I am afraid
TESREAU (AT LEFT), "CHIEF" MEYERS AND MATHEWSON.
it will fail me," he declared. But he
warmed up during yesterday's game
Wood to Stahl.
and all indications were that the vet- was Mathewson's first base on balls. Fletcher strmk out.
One run, two hits, one error.
No runs, l o hits, no errors.
eran of many baseball campaigns Gardner was forced at second when
Second half: Engle went to bat for
Second HpU': Merkle pooped out to
would work for the Giants.
Doyle took Stahl's grounder and tossed it to Fletcher. Wagner singled Merkle. Yeikes singled to right. He Wood. Snodgrass dropped Engle's
THE LINE-UP- .
to left, Stahl taking second. Cady tried to pull away from the plate but fly and the batter reached second.
New York Devore, rf; Doyle, 2b;
sent up a high fly to Merkle. Bedient the ball stiuck his bat and flew out Hooper filed to Snodgrass. Yerkes
Snodgrass, cf; Murray, If; Merkle, out, Doyle to Merkle.
let
Merkle and Meyere
beyond Doyle's reach. Speaker walk- walked.
lb; Herzog, 3b; Meyers, c; Fletcher,
No runs, one hit, no errors.
ed, Yerkes going to second. Speaker Speaker's foul fall between them. Enss; Mathewson, p.
was forced at second when Fletcher gle scored on Speaker's drive to right
THIRD INNING.
Boston Hooper, rf; Yerkes, 2b;
First half: Devore walked, Bedient took Lewis' grounder and threw to and on the throw in took second.
Speaker, cf; Lewis, If; Gardner, 3b; being unsteady, and unable to locate Doyle. Yerkes went to third on the Yerkes went to third. Lewis walked
Stahl, lb; Wagner, ss; Cady, c; Be- - the plate. Doyle was out, Gardner to play. On an attempted double steal, and the bases were filled. Yerkes
dient, p.
Stahl, Devore going to second. Snod- Yerkes was out at third on the throw scored on Gardner's sacrifice fly to
:;
Umpires O'Laughlin behind the grass went out, Stahl, unassisted, De- from Meyers to Mathewson to Her Devore.
Two runs, one hit, one error.
plate; Rigler gave the base decisions, vore going to third. Devore scored zog.
Klem went to left and Evans to right on Murray's two bagger to left. Speak- No runs, one hit, no errors,

fcr

OCTOBER

WEDNESDAY,

p. m.

WILLIAM

FARAH

EMIL MIGNARDOT

THE

Capital Bar
An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
Lemp's Beer will kill your

thirst

!

Ulass of California Wine will
put blood in your veins I
A Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
will make you forget your
troubles t

A

OF NEW YORK

Phone Orders Attended To Promptly

IMPORTED

and DOMESTIC
II 255 San Francisco St.

TlfiAD
bUrtRJ
Phone

Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
connect with No. 1 westbound and No.
S eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 P. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbouni and No. 4
eastbound.
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:35
p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to con.
nect with No. 8 eastbound and No. 9
westbound.
Returning, arrive at Santa Fa, 11:30
p. m.

t

cut-oi- l
Passengers for the Beien
and Pecos Valley points shouii now
leave at 3:30 p. m, instead of 7 20 at
heretofore. Connection leaves Albuquerque at 7:55 p. m. instead of 2:26

a. m.

239 W

D."& ft. G. By.
.
Leaves 10:05 a. m. for north.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.

Everything Electric

'

GNAGEY & CO.,
Dealers in All Kinds of
v

...,--

.,

,. .

,7

t rw vyfri

'n

f

.

ELECTRIC SUPPLIES AND WORK

1

DUFFY LEWIS, OUTFIELDER.
the ball.
Merkle out, Wagner to Stahl.
One run, one hit, no errors.
Second half: Hooper out, Doyle to
Merkle. Yerkes was out, 'Mathewson
to Merkle.
Speaker struck out.
Mathewson's big drop ball was going
nicely and he continually worked the
inside corner of the plate. .
No runs, no hits, no errors.

er made a great try for

FOURTH

INNING.

First half: Herzog got a long hit to
left for two bases. Meyers sacrificed
Gardner to Stahl. Herzog going to
Fletcher flied to Gardner.
third.
Mathewson flied to Hooper.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
Second half: Lewis out, Fletcher
to Merkle. Snodgrass dropped Gard
ner's long fly, but Gardner was out
at third on a relay from Snodgrass
to Doyle to Herzog. The official scorer, however, has credited Gardner
with a two base hit. Stahl struck
out.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
FIFTH INNING.
First half: Devore got an infield
hit. The ball bounced off Bedient's
leg toward the home plate. Devore

all our work to be
first class and according to underwriters' rules. .We give repair work as
well as new work our prompt attention. We carry no old stock. .Everything new. Our prices, we assure you,
are the best that your city ever experienced. Just a few of your business
Hardmen for reference: Wood-Davl,
ware Co., Modern Grocery Co., H.
W. D. Arrlghl.
Office Palace and Cathedral Place.
We guarantee

SEVENTH INNING.
Mathewson sent up a
high foul which Stahl muffled. Mathewson sineled to center. . Mathewson
was forced at second when Bedient
took Devore's bunt and threw to Wag
ner. Dovle flied out to Wagner. De
vore stole second.
Snodgrass out,
Gardner to Stahl.
No runs, one hit, one error.
Second Half: Gardner flied out- to
P, O. Box 308.
Snodgrass. iStahl singled to left when
Murray and Fletcher let the ball fall
between them. Wagner walked, Stahl
going to second. Cady flied out to
Fletcher. Henriksen batted for Be4 Horse Power
dient. Stahl scored on Henriksen's
PRICE, $165.00 :
two bagger, Wagner took third, Hooper flied out to Snodgrass.
With Imported Magneto. '
Motorcycle without a doubt with trouble
One run, two hits, no errors.
left at the factory.
EIGHTH INNING.
box
Into
the
went
First Half: Wood
for Boston. Murray out to Stahl, unassisted. Merkle out Yerkes to Stahl.
Herzog got a single to right. Meyers
was out Yerkes to Stahl.
Ito runs, one hit, no errors.
Second Half: Yerkes was out when
his grounder bounced from MathewLIGHT SILENT AND BELABLK.
son's hand to Herzog who threw the
PASH
BROS., Agts., Santa Fe
tit.
runner out at first. .Speaker

First Half:

E

TO-NIG-

-

Pope Motor Cycle
i

'

HT

CLARENCE AUSKINGS
OFFERS

uuaii E. Frank Play
FEATURING

is

Den-dah-

THEATER, I

US'

NELLIE WAITERS
'''.;

' AND

JOHN E. FRANK
late Musical Comedy Stan

from- - - -

"The Flower of the Ranch"
and
I ,;.',
ir "The Golden Girl."
i
:

TO-NIGH-

T,

"Don't Tell My Wife'
Hil

Vaudeville Between Acts.

Price, 25, 35 and 50 Cents.
Seats on Sale at Fischer'! Drag Strore.

OCTOBER

WEDNESDAY,

Established

Incorporated

1856

TELEPHONES.
Editor's office, 31 J.
Business office, 31 W.

DON'T TAKE OUR WORD!

liird

BUT COME AND SEE
FOR YOURSELF

Waists and

One-Piec-

e

i

DRESSES
la

ill

!

iB

NEW

Charles A. Spiess, the well known
attorney from Las Vegas, is In the

THE

'city.

M. A.

NEW LINE of Misses' and
Girls' Blue Serge Suits and

Dresses are a Picture of the DressPrices way down.
maker's Art-

THE SECOND SHIPMENT OF

Blazers

&

Knit Norfolk Jackets

You Never Go Wrong

at

Seligman's

MHOS. MM

Commissioner
Insurance
Lienau has gone to Salt
Peter
Lake City, Utah, to examine an insurance company.
O. CT Watson, formerly at the head
of the insurance company here which
bears his name, arrived from Pueblo
to spend a few days in Santa Fe.
O. AXarrazolo, twie candidate for
the office of delegate to congress, and
a well known attorney and speaker,
arrived yesterday from Las Vegas. He
is at the Montezuma.
Hon. L. Bradford Prince commenced his campaign tour in New York
on Friday last, at Brooklyn, and is
now making a general tour of the
state at regular republican meetings.
Mrs. Carl Leopold and her daughter Miss Marie Leopold, of Burlington,
Iowa, who are the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. A. M. Bergere, left yesterday for
the Rito de los Frijoles canon. They
were accompanied by Miss Anita
Deputy

FABRICS

STYLES-N- EW

Coler, former comptroller
at the Palace hotel.
Tuited States Marshal Secundino
Romero arrived in the city last night.
Mrs. I,. C. Klasner, who has been
here for the past two months, left for
her home in Roswell.
Attorney A. A. Jones, formerly
chairman of the democratic central
committee, is here from the Meadow
S.

City.

For Evening Wear are absolutely
the last word In all that is beautiful
and perfect in this line.

1)

LADIES!

(Continued from page one).

of New York, is

THE LINE OF SUPERIOR MADE

.

IS MAKCOLONEL ROOSEVELT
ING THE BEST OF IT WITH HIS
DOCTORS.

PERSONALS

1903

PAGE FIVE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

x

16, 1912.

You Will

gone beyond limits. If he keeps on
doing this after election ho can't possibly carry a solid western state. The
next thing we will have a civil war
because he will say: "The scoundrels
and thivese and crooks stole my nomination and now they will steal my
election, and they will take up arms
in all 'the western states. We are facing a civil war just to keep him in a
third term in an illegitimate place."
Q. Where did you get all this idea
from?
A. I have been reading history all
ilsSJ
the time.
Q. You don't find that anywhere
in history that they stole his nomination and are going to steal his election?
in
A. I don't have to read that
history. You must know in the Chi
cago convention it was in every
Everybody could read it.
Q. You read it in the paper then?
A. He says it every time he speaks.
I'm not blind.
Out In the corridor all afternoon
watch was kept by Patrolman J. A
Tomney, and here the attendants
gathered and from the discussion new
light was thrown on the story of the
actual assault.
It was disclosed that Secretary Martin who seized the assailant, saw the
pistol before the shot was fired and
umi uie weupuu
uu,4. su jui,
as he flung himself upon Schrank.
.

LET US SHOW YOU

Find the

Correct Styles

WS.

New Fall and

MILLINERY
125 Palace Ave.
BY

Also a New Shipment of

Bon Ton Corsets

j

JULIUS H. GERDES, - Santa Fe.

THE COLONEL.'

The following telegrams received at
Santa Fe, October 16th. 1912.
Chicago, III., Oct. 15, 1912.
Miguel Otero, Santa Fe, N. M.
After full examination of wound

in

ALL GOING

Chicago surgeons advise us that unless blood poisoning
should set in,
Colonel Roosevelt will not be laid up
in hospital longer than week or ten
days. His immediate speaking agreements are, of course, cancelled. The
fact that our strongest arm is tem
porarily disabled will only redouble
our efforts along the whole line from
now until election day. I believe we
will win the fight.
(Signed) JOS. M. DIXON,
Chairman, Natl. Progressive Com.

.

.

r

FOR SALE

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe,
IF IT S REAL ESTATE,

MULLIGAN & RISING,

HAYWARD HAS IT,

m

re Going to Sell Out
All 6i Our Stoves
And at Cost Prices,

We

make room for a large shipment of FURNITURE.
Seeing the Coal Burners, Wood Burners, of all sizes
and many styles, is enough tojmake you buy. Prepare now for the cold weather.

To

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

Or-der-

When Your Glasses Break

-

8

are

:

either

or

PEACHES,

FIRST MAIL.

PEARS
and PLUMS

J

,

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

NW MAYES

INSURANCE

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

Best Coffee and Teas

FOR SALE

FRUITS

"ALAIN" SILVER PLATED WARE

e
Market, and
This is the Highest Grade Plated Ware
we carry two desirable patterns, the
on-th-

DIANA AND THE BRIDE'S BOQUET.

Reliable Jeweler

Kinds.

pi-i-

86 J Chestnut
TO

St

Philadelphia, Pa.

DENTISTS

We will buy your Gold Fillings, Gold Scrap,
and Platinum. Highest prices paid.
.

cattle. .Six miles from railroad H. S.
and 7 miles from the mountain.
Sell at a bargain. " Address,
Where
FRANK DAVIS,
j

KAUNE

a

GO.

Prices are Lowest

for Safe Qiialltjy

ili

fk

Q

YONTZ,

Sao

POULTRY AND STOCK

Frncisco

Stuet

FOOD

We have our own mill run by electricity, and
can furnish pure, cleancorn chop either coarse
medium or fine, as meal for the little chicks
We can grind any mixture that is desired o
the different grains, such as corn, wheat, milf
let, oats, kaffir corn, bran, etc.
(151b. pkg., $ .65
1.20
30 lb. "
Meat
Green Cut Bone and
100 lb. sack, 3.75
even a few chickens
Every farmer and every family that has them.
It improves
should have cut bone and meat to feed
them
makes
and
lay.
their health
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.

f

VETERINARY REMEDIES
jfMl
Ilf HIPP f.IIAR AN1FFD
'
r I I J vctcimnadv
Itunmnni ""
inof
classes
acute
all
colic,
for
A famous remedy
remedy has
digestion and bloat. This wonderful
a record of curing 998 cases out of 1,000. It is a
auick, sure and reliable cure for all cases of colic.
50 cents
pr;ce
STOREGENERAL
For Sale at GORMLEY'S
POULTRY

AND

non-r- e

-

PRATT'S GUARANTEED

EGG

PRODUCER

3ffi?.3

Pratt's Poultry Regulator
gapes and common ailments.
makes little chicks grow fast and develops them into big lay
ers. Keeps fowl healthy and in good laying condition.
Full directions'wtth each package, . . . Price, 25 cents
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
PRATT'S ANIMAL REGULATOR
FOR HORSES,CATTLE,SHEEP,HOGS,DAIRY

COWS.&c.

Because it works directlv on the blood, bowels,
and digestive organs of the animal; it builds up
horses, cures hog cholera in its early
stages, makes pigs grow quickly and fatten rapidly: dairy cows give more milk.
Full directions on each package, '. . Price, per pkg., 25c
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
run-dow-

n

Surety Bonds

VEGETABLES

CO.

STREET...

The people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and
Best Jewelry Store in the City and inspect our COLPLETE
LINE of

66-6-

SMELTING & REFINING
ESTABLISHED 20 YEAHS

FURNITURE CO.

R

SAN FRANCISCO

FUNERAl DIRECTORS

PH1LA.

N. M.

n

i

1
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MANAGER,

B. HAYWARD,

JOSEPH

,

O.C.WATSON & CO.

WORK RETURNED

IHII

One of the most complete modern homes in
the city of Santa Fe.

Fruit

i
i

llll

For Price and Terms Inquire of

Stable

Tract

M

FIVE ROOMS, SLEEPING PORCH, BATH, HEAT, BEST OF LOCATIONS

Fruit;

LE

II

'

Banking Business"!

g

Will

HUH

INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND REST CONTENT,

CAPITAL 850.000 00

t.

man

in

GO.

GOODS

DRY

SELIGMAN

ADOLF

'

a

!

at prices that will shatter your nerves. We will show you
that we can give prices, and on the very best merchandise,
merchandise that we back up with our name and reputation.

.

TRUST

LADIES' COATS,
CLOAKS, SUITS
and DRESSES are

GOING TO BE THROWN ON THE COUNTERS THIS WEEK

Chicago, III., Oct. 15, 1912.
Miguel Otero, Santa Fe, N. M.
At senate hearinn vesterriav Mr.- Comb chairman democratic national
committee, who was Wilson's pre- -

...

Winter Goods

Sweaters, Underwear, Gloves, Etc.

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,!

STANDING

of

Our Large Assortment

In

.
.
.
Schrank's neck back till the assailant ncu
uifli wi M9 mtvviiiiii,
pic&lucilL
was gasping for breath.
Henry
of Harvester Truet, contributed $12,-- .
Cochems, who had arisen from his
seat in the automobile, shouted sever- 500.00 to Wilson's
campaign fund. Not that he had no
v
i! jVIrs. Jueo'Hersch and daughter, Jo- al times:
''Don't kill him, John; don't kill; right to do so but this shows his
hypocrisy of the people who have
sephine,; returned yesterday from
him, John.'
where they took: in, all the
CO.
BANK &
Martin, wresting the pistol frombeen raising a hue and cry because
s!htB:;4f the fair ' l and attended the Sr.hrank and holding the assailant in Mr. Perkins contributed to Roosevelt's
campaign.
fttpntezuma ball. They were the a grip fast rendering him unconscious,
(Signed) JOS. M. DIXON,
guests of Mrs:' Isaac Barth. Mr. shouted back resentfully:
Chairman, Natl. Progressive Com.
Hersch motored to Lamy to meet
"My name's not John."
The colonel laughed at the incident
them.
THE GREAT AMERICAN SPORT.
Does
General
Miss May Bergere, daughter of Mr. and recalled it today.
The patient was interested in the
and Mrs. A. M. Bergere, underwent an
mottoes hanging on the wall of his
Baseball is in a. true sense, the great
operation for appendicitis this morn- room which he
when he American sport. It is typical Ameriinspected
St.
The
Vincent's
Sanitarium.
ing at
Your Patronage Solicited
walked to and from the room in can, being an American game, being
surgeons were Drs. Massie, Sloan and which an
and personifying real
photograph was tak on the
Martin. Mr. Bergere stated this after- en of him. He gazed long and earn- Americansquare
nerve, action,
character,
as
noon that his daughter was doing
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
estly at a verse from Adelaide Proc quick wits and decision.
well as could be expected which is tor's "Sailor Boy," which ornamented
No better illustration of the game
J. B. LAMY,
good news to Miss Bergere's
many his ante-rooIt read:
has ever been presented than the final
friends here.
"Judge not the workings of his brain, clash for the world's series today at
"And of his heart thou canst not see;
Fenway park, Boston, when the Red
"What looks to thy dim eyes a stain Sox straining every nerve took away
TERRIBLE
STORM
be
God's
"In
pure light may only
V
from New
the pennant in the
TEXAS "A scar, brought from some well last half of York,
SWEEPS
a
game.
Two Acres in Orchard and
known fiend
It looked like New York had it
m
and
wouldst
thou
faint
"Where
Eight-rooonly
Small
cinched. It looked like Boston, the
Brownsville, Texas, Oct. 16. The
yield."
one best bet of the year, was done for.
and Other
worst of several hours' wind and
House,
Sisters passed quietly along the Then Boston's young men. full of
storm seemed over this afternoon.
murBuildings.
nerve, nimble and athletic got Into the
The barometer was rising and wind hallway, crossed themselves and
a framed breach and In the twinkle of an eye,
when
mured
prayers
passing
No one was killed. News is
falling.
of
SIX ACRES ON ACEQU1A MADRE-P- art
apostolic benediction signed by Pope
Bos
lacking from Point Isabel, nearer the Pius, asking divine favor on Dr. J. B. the situation was reversed and
held
ton
the
Trees in Bearing.
pennant.
in Alfalfa and 18
town.
gulf than this
Murphy, chief physician at the coloA monster crowd saw It at Fenway
Dallas, Texas, Oct. 16. Reports nel's bedside, and "any patients he
All; Under Irrigation. J Mile from Plaza.
park, but all over the United States,
reached here today of a severe storm might have within these walls."
in far
American colonies, by
on the Texas coast between Corpus
Flowers were sent in loads to the wirelessaway
to ships at sea all over the
LOW PRICE TO PURCHASER IF TAKEN AT ONCE
Christi and Brownsville, a stretch of colonel's ante-rooand the enjoy-nien- t
went the flash "Red Sox wins
about 150 miles. The wind at Brownstook in deeply in- 3world, 2 in
the
to
the last half of the tenth
ville was reported blowing 60 miles haling the patient
odor-ladelesair became
and
the fans went wild. What
an hour. The storm at noon seemed sened
Inning,"
the pain the exertion caused, is
a baseball fan? He's a real, red- to be working straight inland. The and hebydirected
the gifts
of
that
part
J! coast line affected is sparsely settled.
American citizen. May his
be taken to the room of other pa-- 1 blooded,
numbers never grow less. The counCorpus Christi, Texas, Oct. 16. It tients, which was done.
t!
is saved and the Red Sox have
was reported here today that six
Colonel Roosevelt talked little today try
5!
Phone, Red 189.
miles of the Terminal railway at of the attack. Most of his discussion made good.
Aransas Pass were under water and was in jest with those who called on
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico
119 San Francisco St.,
You cannot get up to date printing
IK
likely to wash away. People living him.
When the physicians turned
unless
you have up to date materia
to
the
beach
moved
have
high- to examine his wound, Colonel Roosealong
The New Mexican
er ground. A wind velocity of sixty velt exclaimed, forgetful of his con- and facilities.
Printing company has both, and at
to one hundred miles "an hour was re- dition:
same time expert mechanics.
"Don't lost my place, doctor, don't the
ported unofficially.
Vour
orders are always assured per,
Houston, Texas, Oct. 16. Reports lose my place."
sonal attention.
circulating here tell of big storm damHe referred to a book the physician
age at Brownsville. All efforts to had laid to one side and which, con$100 REWARD, $100.
reach that point had failed up to noon. taining the essays by Macauley, had
The readers of this paper will be
furnished him an interesting hour.
Dleased to learn that there is at least
Society Stationery The New OTexv
He asked seriously how his wound ono dreaded disease that science has
Day or Night Phone, I JO Red.
License Numbers,
nan Printing Company nave on band looked and leaned his head forward been able to cure in all its
stages, and
Next Door to Postoff ice.
and, can make up promptly tbe latest from his half sitting posture and sur- that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
new
forms in society stationery. The
veyed it himself.
is the only positive cure now known
s
size correspondence cards, etc.
look bad, doctor," he tc the medical fraternity. Catarrh
doesn't
"That
taken for engraved and em said, "what do you think?"
disease, rebeing a constitutional
bossed work. Several lines to make
not
a constitutional treatment.
"That
does
bother
us,"
quires
our. selection from..responded Dr. Murphy nodding to his Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally
fellows, Dr. Arthur Bevan and Dr. acting directly on the blood and mu
Terrell, who accompanied him, "It is cous surfaces of the system, thereby
what you do to it."
destroying the foundation of the disSEND THEM TO
CO. The patient raised his eyebrows in- ease, and giving the patient strength
H. S. KAUNE
up the constitution and
terrogatively and was informed that by building
in doing its work.
nature
assisting
MFG.
of
the doctors, by way
OPTICIAN,
precaution,
TAUPERT,
Lowes felt
so much faith
have
Where Prices
The
proprietors
he Jiad better see no one so that
in its curative powers that they effer
remove
would
the
rest
further
Safe
for
any
Quality.
EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.
Hundred Dollars for any case that
possibility of a set back. He was dis- Onefails
to cure. Send for list of tesit
the
few
for
a
minutes, but,
Home Grown Fruit Season appointed
f
The
timonials,
over
and a pint of
ejiamlnatlon being
to match broken ones
Lenses ground
is on and we are offering to the buttermilk having been ordered, he Address P. J. CHENEY & CO., ToOhio.
to Occulists' Prescription.
particular housewife thebestto reached again for his books and ledo,
Sold by all druggists, 73c.
to be had in
"all
smiled,
right."
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
An hour's sleep kept his good spirpation.
its at flood tide and he said it had
been the most refreshing rest he had
BY
enjoyed for a week.
"This will give me a good rest up,
anyway, he said, "and if I must stay
here, I suppose I might as well make
the most of it."
We can also supply you with
Franklin, Ind., Oct. 16 It is not
FT. SUMNER CANTALOUPES embarrassing to discuss Mr. Roosevelt or his policies, while he is sufthe finest cantaloupes grown. fering from the murderous attack
made upon him, was the way William
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
J. Bryan opened his first address on
We have just received
Fire, Life, Accident,
his Indiana tour here today.
shipment of
"I would rather occupy the time,"
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.
S
SANBORN
&
CHASE
denunciaMr.
"in
continued
Bryan,
I
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
tion of the deed and in expression
of sympathy for him and hopes for his
of
Satisfaction
Guaranteed.
,
REAL ESTATE
speedy recovery, but the issues of the
not
determined
be
should
campaign
by the act of a madman. They must
104 DON GASPER ST.
Telephone 9 W
SERVICE
DELIVERY
RAPID
City Property, Farms,
be settled by the sane rather than
the insane.
Ranches, Orchards,
"Neither Colonel Roosevelt nor his
Land. Qrants,lEtc
If you want the best in
friends could ask that the discussion
A live paper makes a live town.
from
be
turned
the
principles
away
Ve ere making a live paper. Read it
GROCERIES.
that are involved. If he Is elected
president, it would be because of
320-ACR- E
:
RANCH
what he has done in the past and
AND
WE WILL MAIL YOU $1
what
he proposed to do. A maniac,
all
under
fence,
good
improvefor each Set of old False Teetb send us.
TO
QO
however
of
lots
cowardly and dastardly his
old
for
water.
ments,
Gold, Silver,
Fine hav
Highest prices
Of ;A1I
old Watches, Broken Jewelry and Pre- i land and farm land
deed, is not the arbiter to whom to
fine
with
a
cious Stones. RBND
submit a presidential contest."
BT RETURN MAIL
MONIT
crop on it and about 40 head of

UNITED STATES
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It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican , Printing
Company.

Telephone 194 W., Room

U

LAUGHLIN BUILDING,

SANTA

NEW MEXICO

'

JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor."

COLORADO SALOON
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Family Trade Supplied.
SANTA FE,$N. M.
259 San Francisco St.

AGE SIX

SANTA

Santa Fe

H

NEW MEXICAN

THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

New Mexican

R. J. PALEN,
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THE BYSTANDER

SEES IT.

Viejoc. Uncle Tom?

this class of our citizenship continues
to make it a favorite resort for their
peregrinations.
Their ribald laughter and disgusting
maudling songs float out upon the
night air forced upon the unwilling
ears of the residents of that avenue
and generally on the morning following broken bits of beer ad whiskey
bottles litter the street, destroying
both the comfort of the people and
the beauty of the avenue.
I would just like to offer this suggestion, that one member of our police force be permitted to break away
from the Plaza and spend a portion
of his hours when the shades of night
have fallen, in that section of the
city where there seems to be something doing that might give a police
officer a little something to do and
possibly bring a little revenue into
the city treasury after a visit of the
bums to the police court the morning

THE DAY AFTER.
There are two conditions that seem
El Chanate del Condado de San to present a desolation like no others
Que no?
Miguel.
in appearance. One is a deserted mining camp where once was bustle and
Will the gentleman from Dona Ana life and-aair of hopeful enthusiasm;
yield for a question?
the other is the circus ground the day
after the show.
Them two old cannon have not
I saw it this morning as I came to
came yet.
the office, that deserted, forlorn, bare
spot where only a few hours ago the
Think of El Chanate using a man music had blazed,
and had rolled out
1
1
3
J
like Nathan Jaffa.
BUSINESS OFFICE 3 W EDITORIAL ROOMS
in a tumult of noise as the act of a
fearless rider or trapeze stunt was
That shot fired at Milwaukee has brought to its
glorious and startling
echoed
around
the
world.
close. Last night at tea time the
WHERE TENDING
beasts had roared with the deep
The dastardly attempt to murder Theodore Roosevelt makes every
And speaking of house cleaning in jungle
roll that made you feel sort of creepy after.
thinking citizen or this nation pause in contemplation of our present con- the G. O.
of
broom
the
watch
P.,
just
and all about the grounds, amid
dition and leads to an attempt toward a solution of a strange problem
There isn't any special reason why
one, Mr. Common' Clt, at the election like;
the
that has presented itself within the past score of years.
flickering
lights there was that the citizens of Santa Fe should be
in
November.
world's
of
nations;
the
life
For almost a century this nation had lived the
peculiar and individual atmosphere constantly subjected to this infernal
that is the circus' own. All day, gay nuisance, night after night without any
meeting those great questions which are ever arising: responding to the
call to arms: listening to the roar of battle and settling back to peace again;
dresses and bright- colors had been restriction on the part of the performseen through the dirt anil the dust, ers. There isn't anything much more
facing tremendous problems of our relation with other governments; studyand crowds of people had pressed to- offensive than the actions and the
ing our own economic conditions; endeavoring to advance with sure step
toward that goal of eventual stable success. Then came the murder of the
ward the show entrance imbued with ebullitions of a drunken man. Cangreat character of his day, our beloved Lincoln. The world was stunned.
the spirit that the circus always stirs not some method be devised by which
It was an era of intense and bitter feeling and to the spirit of the times
within us. Today it's over. It is the this class of our citizenship can be
was accredited the motive of the assassination.
day after. There is the litter of red, forced to carry on their entertainA score of years passed and President Garfield was murdered. Political
white and blue tissue mingled with ment in a section of the city that is
the bright yellow that was about the more appropriate and fitting for their
feeling was running high, and a maniac perhaps excited to a feeling that
he must, be an avenger, took into his own hands the act of breaking the
pop corn and stale peanuts mac you performances.
established law of ages, disobeying the injunction, "Thou Shalt Not Kill."
bought for the kids.
Another quarter of a century and the brave, yet gentle, and beloved
COTTON SUPPLY.
There too is another feature always
was stricken down by a murderer, a poor, insane wretch, without
seen the mornine after. There are a
a motive, apparently, but to slay. McKinley was killed in a time of prohalf dozen boys and even men, wanWashington, D. C, Oct. 16. The
found peace, when making a speech full of the spirit of patriotism and amiover the lonely, desolate total supply of cotton in the United
slowly
dering
cable endeavor. There was not a shadow of a reason for the crime, and
waste, looking for a bit of coin or States on September 30 was 2,110,678
yet it was committed, and added another page to the history of those
treasure which may have been drop- running bales, counting round as half
events which seem to have crept insidiously Into the American national
ped by an attache of the garish show bales, according to the census bu
life.
amid the noise, the bustle and the reau s first regularly supply and disand
And now an attempt is made to murder Roosevelt,
I
hev turned entu a poit," rapid movement of the big circus ma- tribution report made today in com"Wal
great figure of his day. What is the cause and what the remedy? If the writes the Old Codger, "en I hev writ chine.
pliance with the recently enacted law
cause be insanity, how check the progress of it?
The circus has a certain atmosphere requiring a monthly statement of the
me a vurse es follows: I wus a milkin
It is a problem facing this nation which is demanding a solution.
th ol' farm cow, en I wus not a lookin of fascination surrounding it like quantity of cotton consumed, on hand,
0
h
fur to git in no row; when she ups nothing else under the sun. Its glory imported and exported, and the numan she kicks me often th etool, en is unfading, its bewitching quality is ber of active cotton spindles.
FATHER'S MUSIC
I
ses tu her, yu gol darn ol' fool. I never dimmed, us uazzung innuenue
Of the cotton on hand the quantity
A Kansas City man complains that since his daughter has taken music
doin
a
never
waned.
a
ain't
but
held
takin
has
th
by manufacturers 722,681 bales
When
nothing
stuff.
classical
insists
upon playing only
lessons, at his expense, she
I
It is a peculiar thing, the circus, it as follows:
he comes home tired and asks for a little tune he gets nothing but musical milk, en haint agoin a roun en laces
en silk. Ef yu don't stand still, gol comes in with a blaze and blare, and
In cotton growing states, 206,869;
gymnastics.
The whole feminine part of the community, he thinks, is in a con- durn your hide, I'm a goin tu lam departs in absolute silence. They "fold and in all other states, 715,912.
this milk stool on yure bony ol' side. their tents like the Arab, and silently
There was held at independent!
spiracy to uplift him, and he doesn't want to be uplifted.
En th ol' farm cow kept a eatin th steal
warehouses and elsewhere, 11,387,897
away."
It is just like father to make a complaint like that. Father never did straw, with the
;
darndest nerve
take kindly to culture. He sits disconsolate in the draughty kitchen, while whut ever I hev gol I
Today they come in triumph and bales, as follows: In cotton growing
saw,
got so riled
room.
meets
the
front
in
tomorrow they are gone, states, 1,385,834, and in all other
Circle
daughter's Browning
splendor;
I cud
nigh cry, when thet gol
It is mother's idea entirely that he put on an uncomfortable collar in darned purty
cow switched her tail en my leaving behind but a pleasant memory states, 102,063.
Cotton consumed in the United
the evening and hears a missionary lecture on Borneo.
and a deserted lot covered with gay
Ain't I sum poit, by heck?"
Father's taste for music stops short at Suwanee River, and he knows eye.
papers and the silent, forsaken, cir- States during September amounted
to 437,322 bales, as follows: In cot'
almost nothing about the minor poets and the
Cheer
because even af- cus ring.
ton
His are ideas are derived from the illustrated Sunday supplement. He ter the up, fellers,
growing states, 225,424, and in all
we
have that bumper
election,
will not sit in a Louis XVI chair. He cares not a whit for the pottery of
other
states, 211,898.
SPEED.
THAT
STOP
crop to fall back on. The nation
the ancient Chaldeans.
Exports of cotton during September
s
to
dehasn't
the
as
gone
in
yet.
of
the
is
It
every
speed
age
Shirtsleeves and carpet slippers are his conception of correct evening
were 729,859 bales, as follows: To the
partment of our American life. We United Kingdom, 345,290; to Germany,
dress for gentlemen.
If the tax game suits you, endorse breathe, eat, talk, do business, joy
There is little hope that anything permanent can ever be done for father.
163,449; to France, 103,060; to Italy,
When the millennium comes he will still be found reading his newspaper, it with a stand pat vote. If it does ride, everything at the top of our 16,301; to all other countries, 81,159.
not
suit
vote
to
it.
Tnink
you,
the
I
mind
in
have
change
speed. Just now
smoking up the window curtains, impeding the advance of culture and pay- for
of cotton during the
The
yourself this trip. The other fel- fact that our buzz wagon drivers month imports
ing the bills.
to 10,510 bales as folamounted
low
has been thinking for you about have
o
caught the spirit inside the city lows:
long enough.
limits as well as outside and that
iFrom Egypt, 11,315; from the UnitCHANGE NEEDED
around the corners and up the ave- ed Kingdom, 6,541; from all other
it
call
method
business
the
fittest
survival
of
the
That $3 road tax looks rather big nues and about the Plaza, they put
Trusts, monopoly,
countries, 2,644.
what you will; let us face about and be friendly with it. Make alliance with to the ordinary gink when It is put on the
high gear with no apparent
The number of cotton spindles
it. For over twenty years we have been gaining evidence that it is founded up along side of that $20,000,000 propthe poor pedestrian who operated during September in the
on sound business principles on law of evolution and is, therefore, inde- erty of the St. Louis, Rocky Moun- thought of
has to dodge like a foot ball player United States were 29,795,792, of
structible.
Capital has seized its advantages and perverted its uses by tain and Pacific returned for assess- when he is
making a big rrfn down which 11,519,913 were in cotton grow
in
few
hands.
ment at $290,000. But if you like it,
centering wealth
field
with a big pig skin ing states and 18,275,879 in all other
frozen
the
of
its
to
reach the benefit
Now the way is open for all concerned
vote for Jaffa and Taft.
under his arm and a lot of tacklers states.
legitimate use. Colonel Roosevelt with wonderful energy and perseverance,
chasing behind him like wild
has sought and is seeking to establish a square deal the golden rule, the
THE SPOKE IN THE WHEEL.
on the war path.
of
it
but
for
a
life
all
ills.
work
A
us,
all
for
great undertaking,
panacea
is about reached in San- BOY WHO OPENED THE
The
pays. Eternal vigilance is a necessity to guard against a relapse which is
point
(Bill F. Brogan.)
ta Fe and probably in other cities as
troubling us now. The advantages of trusts is well known to be enormouB.
BALKAN WAR
Always remember the spoke In the well, where the average pedestrian
They belong to capital, labor and the public. What we need is not govern- wheel
the
in
the wheel of life
spoke
ment ownership but publicity and control by a court of equity where all
for the spoke in the wheel is a part is not considered in the matter of
claims rplaiine- to interstate business mav be settled honorablv.
tne deal ln the great big wheel of rights on the public thoroughfares.
What is to hinder our accomplishing this object the invisible govern-!0.unIlfeSo lonS as the spoke in the wheel About the only show left for him
the-olmont which has placed its shackles on
political parties, and which,
to buy
is
conditions
der
the
r
present
life
ls
its
doing
proper share, the
by permitting it, have disgraced their names, making it necessary to form
wheel will move in a well oiled himself an air ship and the common
a new party to enable the people to rule?
0
'groove but the spokes are keeping it geezer, even if he had the requisite
is
before there. And you re but a spoke in the! amount of ducats might as well take
Still the great question of a relief from oppressive conditions
our people. Still the great battle is one for a square deal and a fair division same old wheel a spoke in the wheel his chances in front of a speeding
of the burden. Still the American people have great Interests at stake, of life, plodding along from the tap buzz wagon as attempt to travel in
of the gong, in the whirl of the old the atmosphere which seems to be of
which they must guard themselves if they expect relief and freedom.
earth's strife. No matter how poor an unstable quality, even for Lincoln
0
When informed that he had lost $350,000 through theft, a Moscow mer- or how rich you are, no matter your Beachey and other gentlemen who
chant dropped dead. Poverty has its compensations. Few of us need fear station or lot, you're only a spoke, have attempted to ride in the air.
death from the cause that killed the Russian merchant. The poor get some whether flush or broke, in the great
Perhaps there is no way to ciieck
big wheel of life. You may think you this speed limit spirit which seems
rude shocks, but not that kind.
have a system that, can beat the to be a
portion of our every day
The cranberry crop is reported short. O, Gee! up goes the cost of that world's roulette but the rest of the American life, but other cities have
off
fly
Thanksgiving dinner. The next thing we hear will be a shortage in the wneei win
and found a way to check the speed of
keel,
turkey crop, and then it's boiled cabbage and beans for ours, for Bill Taft your troubles will run rife.
So the automobilist.
It should be
stick to
gave us a big farm crop and we can play we're vegetarians, anyway.
friends
your
and do done by us, especially in New
o
your share in the scheme of every- Mexico where there seems to be suffA Harvard graduate, six feet tall and weighing 190 pounds, amuses day life, be a
part of the wheel at an icient acreage outside of the city limhimself with fancy work and crocheting. He must be looking ahead to the even keel, and hold up your end of
successful outcome of the suffragette movement and means to be Pre- - the game. If you play in luck remem its to give them all the opportunity
to slap on the high gear
pared.
ber the pluck of the fellow who didn't necessaryas
and go
fast as the most ardent
0
win, he's a part of the wheel and out
Doctors have found a new disease. It is called "neurombilitis," an affec- of the deal, maybe you eot his ohnre speeder could possibly desire.
Just please give the common geez
tion caused by joy riding. There are other evils that seem to be resultant And never you think,
you're the big er who has to walk a chance for his
from joy riding, then, beyond those already known.
1
gest gink, in fact that you're the
0
wheel; for you're only a spoke whe- alley on the streets of Santa Fe. Give
field
across
the
an
at
him
least
open
Overeating killed an Indiana farmer the other day. Charge it up to ther flush or broke, a spoke ln the
street without taking the chances of
Taft, who is responsible for the big crops and the farmer's prosperity, wheel of life.
r 1
Well, anyway, the Hoosier died contented.
being knocked into kingdom come by i
W.
the butting in of an automobile drivWhether Theodore Roosevelt recovers or not, from the assassin's at- ADELAIDO VIJIL
en by an enthusiast who appears to
tempt at murder, the progressive cause will not fall. It is not a one man's
have no other thought than to see how
BADLY
INJURED
movement, but one of the American people.
fast he can go.

"All of Today's News Today"
PHONES:

r

bow-wow-

1

J. B. READ,
Cashier.
'FOUR PER CENT

0

DELQADO,

Adelaido Vijil, employed on the
masonic
temple fell from a scafA California paper has reproduced Billy Bryan with his mouth open.
fold yesterday to the ground, a disIt must be a very natural picture, anyway.
tance of some 25 feet and was dano
.
gerously
injured. Workmen on the
An editor innocently asks: "What is a feminine boss?" Let the editor
building said the fall was due to a
get married and he'll find out.
board on the scaffold either breaking
Kansas City spends $6,000 a week for peanuts and popcorn. Must be or turning over under Vijil's feet
Vijil fell straight to the ground and
having a continuous circus in Kansas City.
0- alighted upon both feet, the shock
United States asbestos output doubled in 1911. Is Uncle Sam expecting Injuring his spine, it is believed. He
a hot time?
was removed to his home.

THE DRUNKS AGAIN.
It is not that the residents of
Avenue are chronic objectors, nor
belong to the grouch class, but perhaps being a prominent and pleasant
street there is more or less of a ten
dency for persons to parade on that
thoroughfare in both an intoxicated
and in an unintoxicated condition.
Some little time ago we called attention to the fact that this avenue
seems to have become a parade ground
for the bums. Again was brought to
our notice this morning, the fact that

v
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Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.

Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Information.
1 19
Don Caspar Avenue.
'

THE
PALACE
SANTA
N.
M.

FE,

MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietor.
UNDER

NEW MANAGEMENT.

AMERICAN

AND EUROPEAN PLAN.

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up.

Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.

LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

The Montezuma Hotel
NEW
SANTA FE,

MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit wito
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It!
THE

--

Then Act

COMPANY

MOULTON-ESP- E

GENERAL AGENTS,

SANTA

FE, N. M

.giE.
VuSttaSiSS?

HALL & HALL, " THE INSURANCE MEN,"
THE
tiMuuiB, j.
mtbpK tuc must iiucrtti 11:0 insurance contracts.
The Ocean Accident & Guarantee Corporation
biiity, Plate Glass and Automobile Insurance.

The Equitable Surety Company
GENERAL AGENTS

NEW MEXICO

CO.
A- Lia- -

of st- - Louis, ;Mo., writing all forms of Surety
and Fidelity Bonds.

HALL & HALL

MILITARY

CAPITAL CITY
BANK BLDG.

KOOM 21,

INSTITUTE

R0SWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished

Institution " by the

U S.

War Department.

)

Located in the beautiful Peoos
Valley, 3,700 feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. Ooen air
work throughout the entire session.
Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standard Ea stern colleges.
Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.
Regents :
E. A. CAHOON, President.

J.

,

Prince Peter, aged 20, youngest son
of King Nicholas of Montenegro. He
fired the first shot against the Turks
in the battle that began the series of
"
brilliant Montenegrin victories.

on TIME DEPOSITS

PROPRIETOR.

MANUFACTURER

L.

BY A FALL

Assistant Cashier.

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY

if

paper says that Chile is calling for railway laborers. Must
be there is going to be another Chile line besides the one in New Mexico.

FRANK McKANE,
Per Anourn Interest Paid

j

I

Organized in 1870.

g

y

An eastern

BANK OF SANTA FE

Time Is the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
Growth determines its adaptability to changing conditions.' This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules its policy, but the bank Is not living on its history
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to present-day
needs.
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock Exchange Sales and Purchases effected.
Telegraphic
transfers of money made.
It is important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to your banking
business.

President

yun by mall
Oally, alx menths, by mail

nt.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

General Manager

William F. Brogan

Vice-Preside-

The Oldest Bank in the State.

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers

Dally,

L. A. HUGHES,

THE FIRST NATIONAL

Published Dally
English Weekly
Spanish Weekly

Bronsou M. Cutting
Charles M. Stauffer
J.Wight Glddings
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CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $250,000

President.

The Santa Fe New Mexican
The New Mexican Review
El Nuevo Mexlcano

OCTOBER

WEDNESDAY,

Li

E. RHEA,

J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. VOX, Secretary?"
W. A. FINLAY.
For particulars and illustrated catalogue, address,

C0LJAS. W.WILLSO,Supt
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Has Its Share of the Proof That Kid-neSufferers Seek.
Backache? Kidneys weak?
Distressed with urinary ills?
FOR
RENT Rooms
for light
Want, a reliable kidney remedy?
New York, Oct. 15. A little beforoiarm as he would a long lost friend,
271 Palace ave.
housekeeping.
Apply
G o'clock
Don't have to look fir. Use what
yesterday morning the rsi- - and marched him to t lie elevator. At
dents of the Algonquin hotel were the ground floor there was a mighty Santa Fe peopU recommend
FOR SALE Two story residence on
Every
mosi or policemen io receive uie inieiy street in Santa Fo has its cases.
aroused Dy me bouiiu or me
Palace avenue. Lot 00x240 feet. O. C
Here's one Santa Fe man's experi- Watson & Co.
rebel yell. There was a moment of landed Frenchman. He was arraigned
silence and then again came the awful at the Harlem court, but Miss Walker ence.
shriek. The source of the yell was did not appear to make a complaint
Let Jose Ortiz y Baca, of Alto St.,
Wanted a competent girl for houseThe po tell it.
the seventh floor, whore Charlotte as nothing had been stolen.
work in small family. Apply S. New
Walker, an actress, lias a suite with lice found his pockets full of ques- He says: "In 1!)07 I used Doan's Kid- Mexican ofiice.
her husband, Eugene Waller, .lust as tionable pictures, however, and he was ney Pills for pains in my back that
Walter opened his eyes he saw a man held on that charge.
had troubled me for throe years. They
FOR RENT Bed rooms, bath conMrs. Ava Willing Astor, whose inhustle through the window to the fire
brought, prompt relief and proved so nection, phone 162 J. Inquire rooms
Then Walter let out a shout tention is to be known as Mrs. John satisfactory that I
Laughlin block.
gave a public
and ruslied down the hull clad only in Attor, returned on the Caronia yester- statement in their
praise. Now after
with
She
Muriel.
her
day
daughter,
pink pajamas.
FOR RENT
two and a half years have passed, I
Nicely furnished
By this time there was not a snore was met by her son Vincent, and his gladly confirm every word of that tes- southeast room,
convenmodern
Mrs. Astor
It ft In the hotel and scared guests be secretary, Mr. Dobbyn.
I can add that I have Bince iences. 114 Johnson street.
timonial,
a
nlnin lllltplr tailnr maHa Fnum
gan to peep out from behind their vnr
m
iJ"'" 18
,s' KVWS Ulem
.
low crown hatfB,m
uoui-8man, and. a black
:.' velvet,
FOR SALE Nf tional Cash
mr... t,o,.r,,,.,i. . .,.i
Williams, mr eievaror
Reg"
a
wan
wiirow
Arounu neri ed
piume.
came running down the hallway with
two drawers practically new.
ister
I
benefit.
know
that
this
great
was
a
neck
long string of pearls. Her
a streak of pink juBt hehind. Mr. and
is a cure for backache and O. C. Watson & Co.
Mrs. Leo Ditrichstein saw the man, son said she would possibly stay with remedy
kidney complaint."
evidently pursued by a pink ghost, him through the winter in the house
TYPEWRITERS.
For sale by all dealers. Prlee 5n
and bang, the door was shut.
The he has leased on Fifth Avenue. In the cents. Foster-Milbur-- eaneo,
ana repaired, wevf
n
Co.,
aojusieu
Buffalo,
will
he
return
to
with Muriel
theatrical people who stay at the Al spring
When buying an article of food
are
flalmlb
iuuuons ana sup.
aole
New
for
United
the
York,
agents
gonquin are a chummy lot and as they England.
plies. Typewriters sold,
entitled to
exchange!.
exactly what you are
Salary Increases of (i million dollars States.
know each other well most of them
and rented. Standard makes handled,
Doan'sname
Remember
the
are
in
for
the
provided
on
did
not
municipal
stand
ceremony, but came
All repair work and typewriters guarquality and ingredients.
Six hundred and! take no other.
right out in the hall in their nighties. budget forof 1913.
Ex-- !
anteed. Santa Fe Typiwriter
the
If this information is refused
highest paid officials
There was the most wonderful dis- eighteen
buy it.
231.
Phone
change.
IN
DISTRICT
THE
COURT,
play of nightgowns, so it is said, that and employees are to receive $520,0001
Some of the low grade baking powders
ever appeared outside of a Fifth Ave- of the increase, those salarv boosts STATE OF NEW MEXICO, )
Santa Ke, New Mexico.
)ss
nue shop. And the pajamas, they were running from $r(!0 as high as $7,500.
are advertised, but
IX WITNESS WHEREOF, I have
ingredients of the
Jn
)
of
their
Santa
Fe.
crusad
County
against blasphemy
of every conceivable line and color.
hereunto
set my hand and seal this
are
more
concealed.
C.
J.
than four thousand men paraded
scrupulously
Britt, Plaintiff,
powders
Elsie Janis appeared on the scene and
Sth day of October, A. D. 1912.
In Hudson county
v.
in
the
P.ex
was
yesterday
there
Beach
keen
on
too,
the
A housekeeper would not use a baking
M. A. ORTIZ,
(Seal.)
three annual Holy Name society demscent of something for a new book.
Keystone Mining & Milling Com- Probate Clerk of Santa Fe
The
onstration.
County and
if
it.
largest outpouring pany, (a corporation), The Bankers
Meanwhile, the cause of all the was
powder containing alum she
Clerk of the District
in Jersey City, where twenty Bond
trouble, a Frenchman named Paul
Company, (a corporation), and
Court of Santa Fe County, State of
was on the fire escape. Walter thousand participated. Ten thousand Celso Lopez, Treasurer and
New Mexico.
more
took
in
the
in
part
rally
started up after him, but at the 8th
Bayonne Collector of the County of Santa Fe,
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William H hygiene includes more than examina
Pope will call the civil and criminal tion tor contagious diseases. Of what
dockets of the IT. S. District Court avail is an examination unless the
school and home environment is kept
Thursday, October 24, at 10 a. m.
The following business was tran- in a sane and sanitary condition?
'We need more comprehensive and
sacted yesterday:
Irwin Fearing, charged with rob thorough training in school hygiene
enai our normal schools and Institutions
bery of a post officer at Naravisa,
where teachers are educated.
Be
tered a plea of not guilty,
An order was made in the Taber they 'teachers in any branch of edu
Vogt bankruptcy case proving the re- cation, when an occasion arises they
port of Ira L. Grimshaw, assignee of snouia be equal to the occasion for
th health of our people is the most
the Taber-Vog- t
company.
reCharles C. Catron and Ira L. Grim- Important of all iour national
shaw were admitted to practice be- sources."
THIS IS THE PLAN,
fore the U. S. District Court on moThe following is the "outline" oftion of Attorney H. S. Bowman.
fered by Mrs. White and approved by
CHECKS UP OFFICE.
V. H. Collier, of the revenue ser- the medical board:
School Inspection monthly by county
vice, is here from Washington checking up the books of the Internal Rev- health officer through county superintendent.
enue office at the Federal building.
Dust as a carrier of disease, (Use
FINE FILING SYSTEM.
The office of the corporation com- of petric dish.) '
mission has been equipped with a new
Sanitary sweeping and dusting of
steel filing device which makes the, scnooi nouse and home.
Care of sinks sewers and water
filing of letters so simple "a child can
work It." And more than that, the closets; location and care of each.
letters can be found without delay, it
The contamination of wells by
is said. The secret of the filing sys- drainage from house and out buildtem seems to be the space allotted to ings.
each letter of the, alphabet, so that
Sanitary condition of the stables.
the first two letters of a name may
Water Its sources, supplies, Impuron
have separate index. The cases are
ities and dangers. ' Uses in the body,
the "unit" plan and may be increased in health and disease.
in number without upsetting the paIce its source and dangers.
pers already filed.
Cellars ventilation and sanitation.
FOR THE PUBLIC HEALTH.
Care of sleeping room, ventilation,
Mrs. Theresa B. White, state direc- etc.
tor of Industrial Education, addressed
Care of bathroom, storeroom and
the State Medical Board yesterday of- closets.
infering an outline of a course of
Microbes.
struction in sanitation in the schools
Cleaning and sterilizing of houseof the state and is peculiarly suited
to the needs of teachers who would hold dishes.
Care of milk danger of Infected
be able to carry out the ideas 'emmilk.
bodied in it.
Care of the sick room convenThe medical board passed a resolution endorsing the plan. Mrs. White iences, isolation, nursing, disinfectants.
said:
Care in nursing of typhoid fever,
"New Mexico needs more definite
and uniform standards of work in this! diphtheria,
pneumonia, tuberculosis
field of health and sanitation for thej and smallpox.
Care of beds and bedding.
conservation, protection and promo-Care of back yards; of garbage.
tion of child health. We have prob-- i
The house fly and mosquitoes.
lems to fight that all states
do not
The outlines to be elaborated on by
encounter in their schools.
And to
this medical board we, as the depart- the teacher.
ment of education, stand ready to asSigned: Wm. Radcliffe, president;
sist you in your work for it seems W. B. Kaser, secretary; J. G. Moir,
there is no more effective way to J. A. Massie, W., F. Joyner, L. S. Rice,
reach the life of the child than through G. V. Hackney. ,
the school. We need more convincing
SCHdCC CENSUS.
methods of demonstration for the
The following is the school census
promotion of child hygiene. School of Santa Fe county, for the years
just completed under the direction of County chool Superintendent
John V, Conway s
! Distrit No.
Males. Females.
Total.
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WE LIKE TO MEET YOU

BE OUR

16
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OFFICIAL

"The Home of Quality Groceries"

"

WEDNESDAY,"

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

EIGHT

nlHtript

.Tuilae

,'

1

'

SCDTT7

THE
9 JEWELER

HEADQUARTERS FOR

J

HIGH-GRAD-

WATCHES
AND

CLOCKS
Time Pieces That Are
Reliable!

HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED

OCCASIONALLY.

24
25
20

27
28
29
30
31
32
33

34
35

36

2S

71
44
42
4S

79
47
48
39
23
22
29
31
21
22

Total . ...190S
Santa Fe city 10y4

all modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and bathi
The European Hotel, centrally lo91 cated. State Progressiva Headquart146
ers in the hotel.
39
Dressmaklnfl, Mrs. F. P, Baca, Miss
44
Dagg's house, 179 Palace Ave.
111
If one will go barefoot one can
76
escape corns, but who wishes to go
94
r.
barefooted? Zook has an easier way
84
a corn cure!
'
151
Inquest Held An Inquest was held
' 88
by Ricardo Alarid in the
yesterday
104
case of Gregorio Aragon 'Who died ajt
79
the county jail yesterday. .The Cor59
oner's jury gave" a verdict of death due
40
to alcoholism. Dr. David Knapp
46
made a postmortem examination and
52
it did not disclose any injuries to
44
the body.
;.
.1; ; i
37
. . Insure With
Hayward and Rest Content.
36G2
Now that the ruth of the great sale
2367

42
54
117
39

85
100
231

C9

15
16
40
32
52
36
73
' 41
56
40
36.

IS
17.

21
23
15

Another large assortment
latest shapes in Hats, such
as FELT, VELOUR VELVET, Etc. Also carry fine
line of Stamped Articles
for Embroidery

1

62

2

42

54
41

3

179

173

4

4G

48

5

62

50

6

9

44
91
88
71

10

44

'43

11

36
43
32

56
52

7
8

MISS A. MUGLER
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.

12
13
14

69

15

59

43
,

81
79
46

29
57
51

I

A

1754
1273

16, 191

Is over' we will be able to give you
more attention and we would like to
show you the fine line of fabrics that
we have, especially the overcoat line.
While you may not need the coat now,
better place your order for you will
soon have to have it and we will then
have it ready for you. The Capital
Tailor.
Civilization has exacted certain
penalties from the race corns which
interfere with exercise, Zook has a
corn cure, however.
Won First Prize The exhibit of
Santa Fe county at the state fair won
a first prize at the educational exhibit. The model of the old palace now
is in the assembly room of the old
palace itself, and has attracted much
favorable comment. It is the work of
Jesse Nusbaum and near it stands a
water color of the old palace by Carlos Vierra.

'

C029
3027
Total . ...3002
I hereby certify that the above is
the correct school census of Santa Fe
county, New Mexico, as returned by
the school clerks.
JOHN V. CONWAY,
(Signed)
County School Superintendent
September 15, 1912.
1

LOCAL ITEMS.
X
X
X
X
X

THE WEATHER.
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 16. The
forecast is fair tonight knd
Thursday with not much change
in temperature.
f

Even if the Frost Did Come We Still Have

FLOWERS
TriE CLARENDON GARDEN
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.

Phone Black 12.
X
X

S
X
X

xxxxxxxxxxyxx

IN TELEPHONING
The New Mexican, If your business
s about advertising, subscriptions or
job work, please call up "31 .W." If
you wish to speak to the editor or give
any news, please phone "31 J."

If It's Real Estate Hayward Has It.
FOR SALE Fine apples $2.50 per
barrel of 150 pounds. Phone Casner
'
ranch, 1262 W.
Salt Bricks for your horse and cow
at GOEBELS.
,
Judge Pope to Speak U. S. District
Judge William H. Pope, formerly
chief justice of the territory o New
Mexico, is scheduled to address the
Sunday scnooi convention next Sunday afternoon.
Just to remind you that Sparks'
Vacuuu. Cleaner cleans your carpet
on the floor as welt as your walls and
ceilings. $1.00 per day.
From Tight Shoes little corn do
grow, but "Zook's; Corn Cure" will
"
make walking easy..
Many Thanks The Sisters o'f Charity have asked the New Mexican to
116 express their thanks to all those who
83
contributed to the circus party given
352
the little orphans yesterday. The or94 phans had a royal good time. ,
102
Pure rich Jersey cream at Kaune's.
87
Phone your order.
M. J. Costillo
172
Go Bear Hunting
1G7
and Henry Gano left this morning,
s
117 ' driving two fiery steeds, for the
87
mountains. They have gone in
92
search of bear and do not expect to re95
turn until they get a few good speci61
mens.
126
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rem.
110
The finest rooms in the city, having

''

1912-191-

Just Arrived

E

20
21
22
23

43
46
114
52
77
24

OCTOBER

From a given amount of wood the

WILSON HEATER
will
with the Hot Blast Down-Draproduce twice as much heat as any
other. It is because the Down-Draconsumes all the fuel and the gases
which arise from it, whereas in other
heaters the gases, which constitute
the burnable part of the fuel, escape
unburned up the chimney. You can
start a fire in tenminutes and hold it
for 36 hours.
Remember, it is fuel cost which
counts.
The Wilson saves
your Juel
ft

ft

one-ha- lf

one-ha- lf

hill.

Santa Ferlarttware
and Supply Co.

Gal-Una-

ii

,

1

.jdss&b.

I

tiffin mi

DON T BELIEVE IN DREAMS

!

9

And see yourself in cheap Tailor-Mad- e
Clothes. You can't get any
better clothes than we can show
you, no matter what tailor takes
your measure and assists you untli

SIEMENS!
We show air the best models in

the last stitch.

No

Matter How You Get Them

No

Matter Who Makes It For You

No

Matter How Much You Pay
There are, no better Clothes made
than our

Sweaters, with the

SWEATER COAT
easily in the lead, all worsted yarns,
full fashioned, extra heavy knit. We
can match the sweater notion of

every lady or gentleman.

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX

Children's

Sweaters

CLOTHES

with 2pockets,pIain cardigan and fancy stitching. Good weight.
BYRON COLLAR

get certainty of quality in fabrics, certainty of correct style, certainty of honest tailoring, certainty
of good fit. If you don't get them
all we'll give you back your money.
You

THE HOME OF

Hart Schaff ner & Marx Clothes
THE BEST OF ALL CLOTHES
M

THIS

IS THE

ONLY

GET

PLACE

AND

CERTAINTY IN

THE ONLY

WAY

ETVWE HAVE ALL -- CT'
TO

CLOTHES!

NATHAN SALMON.

